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Was Jidy ,4 Mars- Landing 
Fhke .Or Fhcadel - 

7/9/97 RAY BILGER would expect for a premier screening of a new Hollywood movie, America was 
deluged with a spectacularly FLAWLESS display of the-latest success story in 

In the few weeks just prior to July 4th, 1997, Americans America’s so-called “space” program. The day before, July 3rd, we had,few, if 
were slowly fed more and more bits of information from any, clues as to what we would soon be seeing. It was immediately obvious, 
N.A.S.A. regarding the scheduled landing on the surface of the however, on the 4th, that a great deal of rehearsing, writing of stories, creation 
planet Mars of a United States spacecraft. N.A.S.A.‘s own of TV logos and special headlines, and overall planning had been coordinated 

Puthfinder landed on Mars and the next day the Sojourner rc 
rolled off the lander to conduct the first mobile geological 
studies of Mars.” But are we to believe what we are bl 
shown and fed on our television screens, especially with all 
“special effects”. technical resources available these days f 
the simulated-image masters in Hollywood and elsewhere? 

Internet Website reports: “On July 4, 1997, N.A.S.A.‘s Mars (PJeuse see Was July 4 Mars Landing Fake Or Facade?p.IO: 
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The News ‘Desk 
with a poignant new break, according to a Turkish aide 
who took copious notes of Garten’s findings and subse- 
quently made them available to this reporter. 

Andre Levy-Lang, chairman of giant Paribas fi- 
nancial conglomerate, announced he had been informed 
moments earlier that Vietnam’s banking system had 

7/12/97 DR. AL OVERHOLT free trade and its inevitable concomitant, one-world just collapsed. 
government. After weeks of alarming reports that several Viet- 

GLOBAL PLANTATION In discussion, Bergsten deplored the fact that most namese banks were in trouble, the country’s central 
APPROVES BAIL OUT Western leaders-among them President Clinton, Ger- bank Vietcombank, had notified a number of European 

man Chancellor Helmut Kohl and French President and U.S. banks on June 13 that it would be unable to 
Bilderbergers speak with forked tongues, as rc- Jaques Chirac-are still somewhat “queasy” about turn- service its outstanding obligations, bank jargon for 

ports from inside the secret enclave reveal. ing the citizens of their sovereign nations into the “We’re broke”. 
rootless subjects of grand transnational corporations. A collective groan of “Another Mexico!” went up 

Excerpted from THESPOTLIGHT, by Martin Mann, But politicians can no longer halt or even delay the as the Bilderbergers summoned aides with portable 
6/30/97, [quoting:] inexorable advance of globalism and international telephones to begin yet another bailout battle. [End 

There is at least one good reason for the Bilderberg “market dynamics”, and the financiers who understand quoting] 
Group’s insistence on surrounding its annual reunion these new forces now control the course of history, It’s nice to have someone do a little exposing of a 
with steel blinds of secrecy more tightly shuttered than Bergsten assured his fellow Bilderbergers. The audi- sample of what takes place behind those closed doors. 
a Pentagon war room; some of the agenda and quite a ence, which included a sizable sprinkling of bankers I read somewhere (I don’t recall where) that Colin 
few of the deals struck here have more explosive poten- and currency speculators-among them two top execu- Powell was given a big boost for president in 2000 at the 
tial than an average nuclear warhead. tives of Goldman, Sachs, the giant Wall Street invest- meeting. 

That is the observation of a young French political ment bank-was “enthusiastic”, these sources recalled. 
scientist and university lecturer who attended the 45th Along, with such declarations of one-world alle- WGNG 
Bilderberg meeting at this secluded island resort as a giance replacing traditional patriotism, the Bilderbcrg THE JURY 
briefing aide to Dr. Thierry de Montbriand, director of pow-wow occasionally demonstrates that what some of 
the French Institute of International Affairs, and one of the world’s most respected policymakers declare in Excerpted from THE SPOTLIGHT, 6116197, 
the conference’s program coordinators. public and what they say in private are two entirely [quoting:] 

Briefing aides are the anonymous but indispcns- different notions. In 1995, Laura Kriho was seated on a jury in a 
able research assistants, note-takers, briefcase bearers Colorado drug case. She held out for acquittal. Her 
and schedule keepers of the senior Bilderberg figures FREE TRADER fellow jurors told the court Miss Kriho said she ques- 
who set the meeting’s themes and lead its working tioned the validity of drug laws. The judge declared a 
groups and discussion panels, Dr. Jeffrey Garten, dean of Yale Uriivcrsity’s School mistrial and charged the juror with “perjury”, “disobe- 

In the late afternoon of Sunday June 17, as the of Management and a business economist, is as devoted dience to an order of the court”, and “obstruction of 
principal guests left and the security surrounding the a free-trader as Bergsten. As under secretary of corn- justice”. Miss Kriho was denied a jury trial and not 
conference site grew more relaxed, this SPOTLIGHT merce for international trade under the late Commerce permitted to subpoena important witnesses, like the 
reporter met and interviewed several of the youthful Secretary Ron Brown, he was one of the architects of judge and prosecutor. She was convicted of the ob- 
Bilderberg aides. They proved, for the most part, the nefarious North American Free Trade Agreement struction charge. “She was found guilty of the newly 
willing to discuss their experiences on condition that (NAFTA) and a promoter of ever-larger US invest- minted pffcnse of ‘not valunteering information which 
nothing they said would be attributed directly or quoted ments in so-called “emerging markets”, such as she knows the courts and attorneys would have wanted 
by name-a basic rule of Bilderberg reunions. Mexico’s loudly-and deceitfully-staged “repayment” to know,“’ said her attorney. [End quoting] 

In the consensus of these sources, the hermetically of the bail&t funds (some $15 billion of which it had Making laws from the bench is the prerogative of 
sealed conference setting did encourage some partici- received from the Clinton administration after NAFTA any judge today, since they no longer give heed to the 
pants to cast off their cautious public persona and to wrecked the Mexican economy). This payback was a Constitution -and it won’t change until we get to- 
reveal far more aggressive and even radical attitudes heartening sign of Mexico’s financial recovery, main- gether and change the situation. They are picking US 
on the issues under discussion. stream experts assured the public. off one by one. 

As an example of this sort of personality change But in a briefing paper restricted to the small 
these sources pointed to C. Fred Bergsten, director of private audience of the Bilderberg encounter, Gartcn RECYCLED TOXIC$ 
the Institute for International Economics, a Washing- sounded a very different tune. To be able to pretend it DISCOVERED IN FERTILIZERS 
ton, D.C. think tank. was paying back the Clinton administration, Mexico 

Known generally as a moderate, scholarly, market- has gone deeper into hock than ever before, the Yale Excerpted from THE DAILY NEWS, Los Angeles, 
oriented policy analyst, Bergsten was revealed at the dean admitted. The country’s external debt, which 7/7/97, [quoting:] 
Bilderberg meeting as a fanatical advocate of global stood at 35 percent of gross domestic product (GDP) in Toxic heavy metals, chemicals and radioactive 

1992-an already ruinous wastes are being recycled as fertilizer and spread over 
level of borrowing-almost farmers’ fields nationwide-and there is no federal law 
doubled to a crushing 6% requiring that they be listed as ingredients, The Scuttle 
percent by the end of last Tinws reported. 
year, Gartea revealed. The issue came to light in the central Washington 

Moreover, all these town of Quincy, population 4,000, when mayor Patty 
bailouts and borrowings Martin led an investigation by local farmers concerned 
had gone the way of all &out poor yields and sickly cattle. 
money in present-day “It’s really unbelievable what’s happening, but it’s 
Mexico: They disappeared true,” Ma&n told the newspaper, which published a 
into the pockets of thiev- two-part series about the practice last week. 
ing bankers and grafting Until now, the state Department of Agriculture 
politicians. After scoop- sampled fertilizers only to see if they contained adver- 
ing up well over $30 bil- tised levels of beneficial substances. 
lion in bailout cash, “the But the state is testing a cross-section of fertilizer 
(Mexican1 banking system products to see if they threaten crops, livestock or 
still teeters on the brink of people, the Seattle Postdntelligencer reported Friday. 
insolvency,” Garten con- “The key question is what toxics are, as it were, 
eluded. along-for-the-ride in fertilizers,” said Tom 

Fitzsimmons, director of the state Department of 
ANOTHER Ecology. 
DISASTER Use of industrial waste as a fertilizer ingredient is 

The Bilderberg Group criticized French President Jtiques Chirac a growing national phenomenon, The Times reported. 

(left) and German Chancellor Helmut Kohl (right) for not giving up - ‘~“dhe meeting of the In Gore, Okla., a uranium-processing plant gets rid 

more sovereignty. @i&berg working group of low-level radioactive waste by licensing it as a liquid 
o$@rowth and Trade ended 

I 
fertilizer and spraying it over 9,OOQ acres of grazing land. 

r 
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At Camas, Wash. lead-laced waste from a pulp mill many of the properties held in the Helmsley portfolio is ture below] 
is hauled to farms and spread over crops destined for considered stronger than at any time since the early 
livestock feed. 198Os., particularly in New York City. SOME SERVICE 

In Moxee City, Wash. dark powder from two Or- “She has plenty of money, and this is not a liquida- 
egon steel mills is poured from rail cars into silos at Bay tion,” said Benjamin Lambert, the chairman of Eastdil Excerpted from THE SPOTLIGHT, 6116197, 
Zinc Co. under a federal hazardous waste storage per- Realty Inc. who has been hired by Helmsley as broker [quoting:] 
mit. Then it is emptied from the silos for use as and coordinator for the property sales. “But strong Nevadans are fed up with poor service from Wells 
fertilizer. The newspaper called the powder a toxic markets don’t last forever, and I think we will be Fargo Bank and they ain’t going to take it any more. 
byproduct of steel-making but did not identify it. moving quickly.” Once the banking institution gobbled up First Inter- 

“When it goes into our silo, it’s a hazardous waste,” Other real estate executives said Helmsley’s an- state Bancorp last year, the bank closed branches and 
said Bay Zinc’s president, Dick Camp. “When it comes nouncement would provoke a torrent of offers, particu- cut jobs. The result was long lines and fleeing custom- 
out of the silo, it’s no longer regulated. The exact same larly from real estate investment trusts and Wall Street ers. For example, the state of Nevada pulled its 31.3 
material.” investment houses that have emerged over the past billion workers’ compensation account. “The biggest 

Federal’and state governments encourage the recy- decade as the nation’s most aggressive investors in issue was service,” said Nevada Treasurer Bob Seale. 
cling, which saves money for industry and conserves large properties, superseding individual entrepreneurs “They are a legend in our state-long lines and poor 
space in hazardous-waste landfills [und helps them to of the past, like Helms@. service.” [End quoting] 
feed new patients to the doctors-many of whom are of Although the precise valne of the holdings could It’s about time people start protesting with their 
the E&e-and feed their drug and medical not be determined, Lambert’s firm estimated that all pocketbooks. If enough would stick together we could 
corporations before helping them to depopulate tbe the Helmsley properties across the nation had a com- change the world with this method alone. 
worldJ. bined value of $5 billion. Other executives said that 

The substances found in recycled fertilizers in- would make it one of the largest privately held real SENATOR WANTS TO END 
elude cadmium, Icad, arsenic, radioactive materials estate empires in the nation. [End quoting] EXTRA ATM CHARGES 
and dioxins, the Times reported. The wastes come from What a waste if she doesn’t invest some of these 
incineration of medical and municipal wastes, and funds into projtcts for truly helping humanity. Excerpted from THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, 
from heavy industries including mining, smelting, ce- 4/2/97, [quoting:] 
ment kilns and wood products. WOODY, Angered by rising ATM fees, the chairman of the 

Mixed and handled correctly, some industrial wastes HE’S NO DOPE Senate Banking Committee said Tuesday He’ll renew 
can help crops grow, but beneficial materials such as his push to ban extra charges for consumers who use 
nitrogen and magnesium often are accompanied by Excerpted from THE DAILY NEWS, Los Angeles, cash machines not owned by their banks. 
dangerous heavy metals such as cadmium and lead, the 714/97, [quoting:] A consumer group released a survey showing the 
Times said. Woody Harrelson and his mother, Diane, greet fans number of automated teller machines that levy such 

“Nowhere in the country has a law that says if as they leave the courthouse in Irvine, Kentucky. A charges has nearly doubled to 45 percent in the past six 
certain levels of heavy metals are exceeded, it can’t be judge ruled in favor of the actor who argued that his months. 
a fertilizer,” said Ali Kashani, who directs fertilizer arrest for planting four seeds of industrial-grade hemp At the same time, the average cost of the surcharges 
regulation in Washington state. was unconstitutional. is up, with big banks likely to charge more for the 

Unlike many other industrialized nations, the United Hemp is related to marijuana but is not psychoactive. service than small banks, the U.S. Public Interest Re- 
States does not regulate fertilizers. That makes it [End quoting] search Group said in its report. Tuesday was the first 
virtually impossible to figure out how much fertilizer An article was published in the News Desk a few anniversary of the decision by the nation’s two largest 
contains recycled hazardous wastes. (End quoting1 months back about the extraordinary value of this type ATM networks, Plus and Cirrus, to allow machine 

The Elite plans are very devious in their methods of of hemp plant. This appears to be a small victory, but owners to charge a second fee. 
getting your money before killing you under their the Elite act as though they do not want this to be grown The surcharges, which are paid to the bank operat- 
depopulation programs. as a commercial crop in the U.S. I would guess they ing the ATM, come on top of fees many customers pay 

don’t want to upset the statusquo-control of products to their own banks when they use another bank’s ma- 
HELMSLEY TO SELL OFF $5 this would replace. The Elite consistently prevent the chine. 

BILLION REAL ESTATE HOLDINGS introduction of better and cheaper products. [see pic- “More and more consumers are now forced to pay 

Excerpted from THE DAILY NEWS, 
Los Angeles, 6119197, [quoting:] 

After a turbulent decade at the head 
of New York City’s largest real estate 
empire, Leona Helmsley said Wednes- 
day that she intended to sell most or 
perhaps all of the properties, valued at 
close to $4 billion. 

The Helmsley empire, assembled 
over a lifetime by her now-deceased 
husband, Harry Helmsley, regard@ as 
one of the shrewdest deal-makers in 
the real estate industry, includes 125 
properties in several cities, concen- 
trated most heavily in New York, where 
it includes dozens of Manliaiian apart; 
ment houses, the Graybar Building and 
more than 10 other midtown office 
towers, ,hotels and an assortment of 
properties ranging from warehouses in 
Queens to lofts in Manhattan’s gar- 
ment district. 

Helmsley’s decision comes amid a 
bitter falling out with business asso- 
ciations of her husband, who died in 
January after a IO-year illness, during 
which he effectively retired and 1eA 
the management of his holdings to his 
wife. 

The timing of Wednesday’s an- 
nouncement may reflect a keen sense 
of market timing on the part of 
Helmsley, because investor interest in Asmciated Press 
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twice for the privilege of gaining access to their own zure numbers while making little dent in the big-time- leaders of the worldwide drug scam. 
money. That’s outrageous,” said Sen. Alfonse D’ Amato, criminal organizations behind the trade. “It was all buy Wouldn’t it be a safe bet to say probably most of the 
R-N.Y., chairman of the Senate Banking Committee. and bust with the DEA,” says Daniel F. Rinzel, former seized drugs are put back on the market7 Thus they can 
[End quoting] chief Republican counsel. “Thev lacked long-term collect the funds, the fines, the expropriation of prop- 

When the banks saved money by taking away tellers strategic planning and intelligence. And there was a erties, and the cash from their sales of the seized 
and replacing them with machines, they felt that they huge amount of wasted energy and internecine war- drugs. What a jackpot that can turn out to be. 
should put all of it into their pockecets. Now they think fare.” The Elite have been getting away with this scam 
they should be rewarded by putting in machines as Jim Moody moved from combating organized crime for centuries and it’s time we do something to stop it. 
replacements and charging you-in some cases double- to helping oversee the FBI’s narcotics work in the mid- 
for what you had been given as a service without extra 1980s. He found the contrast dramatic. “I came from OTTAWA INVESTS IN 
charge. They complain about robbers?? a very disciplined, targeted thing and here’s everybody CANCER PROJECT 

This to me looks like the bankers are the robbers, running all over the countryside seizing drugs,” he 
and pretty slick ones at that, since it is legal. says. “As an investigator it’s a lot of fun. You get Excerpted from THE TORONTO STAR, 6/26/97, 

immediate gratification. But in the overall scheme of [quoting:] 
THE $16-BILLION-PER-YEAR things vou’re not accomDlishing very much.” The federal government is joining with a multina- 

DRUG WAR-AND RISING FBI leaders contended that their focus was on tional drug manufacturer in North York to invest in a 
destroying underlying structures of drug enterprises $350 million cancer vaccine project. 

From THE WASHINGTON POST NATIONAL rather than merely arresting members and seizing drugs. The project-described by Prime Minister Jean 
WEEKLY, 712197, [quoting:] But DEA apents complained that the bureau was delib- Chrttien as the largest biotechnology investment ever 

“The drug war is the number one growth industry in eratelv tracking over the same drug intelligence. infor- made in Canada-will create 300 new jobs in the 
federal funding. but we’ve spent most of the money on mants and cases. Senate investigators accused both Greater Toronto Area (GTA). 
a Dolicv that basicallv doesn’t work,.” [all emphasis agencies of letting their rivalry interfere with gather- Chrdtien’s government is pumping $60 million 
mine in this ariicle] says Mathea Falco, former assis- ing long-term, strategic drug intelligence. _. [End quot- into the Pasteur Merieux Connaught Canada venture 
tant secretary of State for in- 
ternational narcotics matters 
in the Carter administration 
and now president of Drug 
Strategies. 

The old joke around the 
DEA went like this: What 
happens when you place three 
police dogs in a room with a 
gun and drugs? The DEA- 
trained dog comes out with 
the drugs, the dog trained by 
the Bureau of Alcohol, To- 
bacco and Firearms (ATF) 
comes out with the gun, and 
the FBI-trained dog holds a 
press conference to announce, 
“The FBI has seized a gun 
and a kilo of drugs.” 

The DEA’s critics argued 
that it was narrowly focused 
on short-term results, piling 
up impressive arrest and sei- 

TolALFmRALDnuG 
(ill9ma- 

IN BILLIONS OF OOLLARS 

‘91’93 ‘K ‘97 ‘99 ‘91’93 ‘95 ‘97 

W 
The drug war is the number one 

growth industry because the Elite are 
pulling a very big scam by telling you 
they are fighting the drug dealers when 
in reality they are having you pay 
them to fight off their competitors and 
tightening their monoply on the drug 
trade. Competitors always try to 
arise when there are billions and 
billions of dollars to be made. 

The DEA fails to make much dent 
in the big-time crime organizations 
because the Elite are the big-time crime 
organizations and you certainly 
wouldn’t expect them to purposefully 
do themselves in-would you? 

The Elite-not the DEA-are the 
ones who make the plans and the DEA, 
FBI and the ATF are nothing but the 
puppets that carry out the long-term 
plans, which are to protect the Elite 
from being uncovered as the ring- 

and expects to recoup the money and to share in the 
multi-billion-dollar profits once the lo-year project is 
complete and sales begin. 

“It’s an investment in the future,” Chr6tien said 
yesterday after making the announcement at company 
headquarters in North York. 

“It is an investment we are making with a group of 
people who have been successful and are determined to 
be successful in the future.” 

The firm is a subsidiary of Pasteur Merieux Serums 
et Vaccins of France, a world leader in the development 
and manufacture of vaccines, used to inoculate more 
than 400 million people each year throughout the world. 
In addition to the 300 new jobs in the GTA, the project 
is expected to create 250 spin-off jobs at research 
centres, hospitals, universities and small- and me- 
dium-sized businesses throughout the country. 

The research aims to develop a series ofvaccines to 
treat bladder, lung, prostate, cervical, breast, ovarian, 
colon and skin cancer, which together account for two- 
thirds of all cancer cases in Canada. 

“This is not only an investment in cancer research 
but is an investment in Canada, in high-skilled jobs, in 

the development ofproducts and technologies which 
will go on to be used in many other fields of en- 
deavor,” Bertrand said. [When the Mufiu-excuse 
me, the government-is allowed to invest in drugs- 
excuse me, vaccines-you can be sure they ‘I1 make 
laws to force you to use them-on a regular basis 
(boosters)-and then they ‘Iimake more moneyfrom 
the treatment you will need for the diseuses-ex- 
cuse me, side effects-of planted bugs in the vac- 
cines. AND AGAIN MORE MONEY FOR BURY- 
ING YOU-AS PART OF THE DEPOPUU TION 
PLAN.] 

Industry Minister John Manley called the project 
“good for Toronto” and “very good for Canada*. 
[End quoting] 

From the tone of this article it sounds as though 
the priority is not to help cancer patients as much as 
it is to cook UD another bie monevmakinn scam! 

At the same time-knowing what we know 
about the New World Order bunch and their 
vaccines-it appears that millions of innocent 
people will become sickly and dead from all of the 
vaccines they will be mandated to take. 

In another article in the paper it stated (para- 
phrasing) that they were “doctoring” the whooping 
cough vaccine to boost the resistance to the disease 
and reduce side-effects from the shots. 

Remember the Elite’s goal of reducing the 
world’s population by billions in the next several 
years? 

I’ll leave it to your imagination to decide 
what they really did to that whooping cough 
vaccine. 
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WIRELESS 
AT HOME 

From POPULAR SCIENCE magazine, June 97, 
[quoting:] 

AT&T is developing a technology that may allow 
you to use the same phone at home and on the road. At 
the core of Project Angel is a transceiver, about the size 
of a pizza box, that is attached to the side of your house. 
The transceiver is linked wirelessly (using the 1OMHz 
band) to larger neighborhood antennas that can service 
as many as 2,000 customers each. This antenna is 
connected to a digital switching center that routes your 
call. 

The technology is expected to be available in two 
years; each customer will initially have two phone lines 
and the capability for Internet access at a very fast 
128,000 bits per second. Existing touch-tone phones 
can still be used with this service. Mobile phones can 
be used as in-house extensions, giving them extra 
versatility. Or you can dispense with the wired phone 
and simply use wireless for both home and travel. 

This “fixed wireless” system was actually being 
developed by McCaw Cellular Communications prior 
to AT&T’s takeover. It wasn’t until after the acquisi- 
tion that AT&T knew of its existence. This technology 
is expected to give AT&T a competitive edge in the 
battle for providing local service. AT&T says it is now 
working on techniques that will greatly increase the 
capacity of the 1OMliz spectrum and make it as fast as 
fiber-optic delivery. During the past two years, AT&T 
has quietly acquired through FCC auctions the licenses 
in the 1OMHz spectrum it needs to provide service to 93 
percent of the country. [End quoting] 

The service will be a useful upgrade for many, but 
they’ll probably price it beyond most people’s pocket- 
books. 

NOW PROZAC FOR 
TEENAGE DEPRESSION 

Excerpted from THE TAMPA TRIBUNE, ??/77/97, 
[quoting:] 

Warning: Prozac, a widely used antidepressant for 
adults, is about to be approved for use by children. 

School, shyness, an unhappy family situation and 
difficult relationships with other youngsters can cause 
distress. Having the wrong clothes, an imperfect hair- 
cut or a poor test grade has been known to send kids’ 
moods into a tailspin. Pouting is a way of life for some 
youngsters, particularly among those who have learned 
that the quickest way to get what they want is by acting 
ornery. It’s not unusual for teens to be sullen. 

Eli Lilly & Co., the drug’s manufacturer, is ex- 
pected to win FDA approval this summer to begin 
marketing the drug as a treatment for depression in 
preteens and teens. 

The drug has been on the market for a decade and 
is sometimes prescribed for youngsters, but approval 
will mean the first media blitz to encourage its use 
among 8- to 15-yeardlds who are going through per- 
haps the most difficult years of growing up. 

Prozac may indeed be the answer for some. But 
parents struggling to cope with the difficult teen years 
must guard against opting for a quick fix or an easy out 
provided by a formidable prescription medicine. Any 
how, the best antidote for teenage woes is the passage 
of time. [End quoting] 

Though Prozac has worked wonders in some pa- 
tients and will undoubtedly help children who need 
something more than life has provided thus far, physi- 
cians and parents should approach its availability with 
caution and skepticism. 

Taking the easy way out will only make matters 
worse in the future. Our drug culture tells us there’s a 
pill for every problem, but many times the only problem 
it solves is the greed for more money by the medical and 
drug professionals. 

It would be verv wise to check very closely into 
the pros and cons of this particular drug before you 
allow your children to take it. 

The drug, which affects the brain chemical seroto- 
nin, can alter moods and significantly affect behav- 
ior-not always in a positive way. Each child’s case 
must be decided on an individual basis. 

ANGEL HERE, 
ANGEL THERE 

Critics fear overuse of the drug-much like what 
happened with Ritalin, the so-called miracle drug that 
gained popularity in the 1980s to treat hyperactivity in 
boys and girls. Now comes Prozac, another highly 
touted drug that reportedly can change a depressed and 

One night when my son, Marten, was two he be- 
came very excited while flipping through his older 
sister’s book. He jumped up and ran over to me with it 
open. “Angel!” he said, pointing to a picture of one 
with big, beautiful wings. I was flabbergasted. We had 
never talked about angels before. “How do you know 

anxious child into a what this is?” I asked him. “Who told you?” His eyes 
happy-go-lucky, cheerful lit up and he went to the window and pointed to a tree 
student over time. in our yard. “Angel there,” he said. “You saw an angel 

And then again, per- in the tree?” I asked. He nodded. “When’? Today?” He 
haps not. Depression, a nodded again. :‘My angel,” he said. I pulled Marten 
serious but little-under- close and gave him a big hug. He is four years old now 
stood disease among a and still talks about the angel he saw in our backyard. 
significant portion of I make sure he plays out there often. -Marian Dukes, 
adults, is even less Atlanta, Georgia [End quoting] 
understood in children. It’s nice to know that some people pay attention 
Doctors know that to what their babies and children have to say. Re- 
clinical depression in member the biblical phrase (paraphrasing) “Out of 
adults goes beyond feel- the mouths of babes...“. 
ings of sadness and tem- It pays to listen to your children. God often uses 
porary discomfort with them to bring very important messages. 

“Go Inc. Yourself!” 
Nevada Corporate Headquarters is introducing a “Corpontr Sunnnrr-Savings” plan thmghmt July 1997. 

CONTACT nrdmn ~IV invited to nccivc a 20% discount off all new corporations and servicer It% ou 

way of showing l ppmrution for a11 your support. This offer may not be combined with any other pm- 

motion or discount. What 4 tremendous opportunity for tboac of you who have been considering to 

incorpontc but bavr gust kept putting ,t off! So what arc you waiting for? Co Inc. Younclfl 

Privacy 

Nevada Corporate Headquarters, Inc. 
5300 W. Sahara, Suite 10 1, Las Vegas, Nevada 89 102 

loice: (800) 398-1077 l Fax: (702) 873-3488 l http//:www. nchinc.con 

social conditions. In kids, the diagnosis is often less 
certain. 

! 
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THE DIVINE 

WORLDLINE 
PROPORTION 

The Divine Proportion, also called the Golden 
Mean or the Golden Section. is the division of a length 

Calvin Burgin, 404 Gate Tree Lane, Austin, TX 78745-3 137 #8 June 30, 1997 so that the smaller part is to the greater part as the 
greater part is the whole. In algebra this is expressed 
as 

Hoaxes And Holograms AP:AB = PB:AP 

Our Electromagnetic Universe or AP 
AB 

Part II 
which will always equal approximately 0.6 18 (we say 
approximately because it is an irrational number, the 
decimal places never end). This number 0.618 is 

Editor’s note: Part 1 was printed in last week’s 
called the Golden Number. For quick figuring such as 

rays/waves, etc., and the waves that create what we call graphing and designing artwork, 5/g is often used 
CONTACT on p. 11; we continue here with Part II o/ mass or matter. 
this 3-part series. 

The frequency of the original Light (which equals .625). 
photon units has been thought to be perhaps on the 
order of thirty trillion per second and the frequency of The Fibonacci series of numbers is: 

VIRTUAL IS VIRTUE, their original source is zero or stillness! 0, 1, 1, 2, 3,5,8, 13, 21, 34,55,89, 144,233,377, 
The frequencies and wave patterns of this virtual 610, 987, 1597, 2584, .._. 

VIRTUALLY particle flux (Flux: the river of energy [virtual photons 
and particles] filling what we call the vacuum or ether) Note that each number is the sum of the two 
interact and interfere with each other to create by numbers to the left of it. If we subdivide a rectangle 

Virtual reality is a different type of reality. What concentration what we call mass or matter. The into a square and rectangle using these ratios, and 
is going on around you is what we call reality. What different frequencies create different matter such as continue subdividing the newly obtained rectangle into 
you see on your TV screen appears to be real, but is argon, carbon, lead, or,gold. a square and a rectangle, and construct a circular arc 
not. It is a type of virtual reality. There are patterns to these frequencies. The basic so that the center of each circular arc is a vertex of the 

A virtual-particle from the vacuum is different patterns create what we call atoms. The patterns are square, we can obtain the Golden Spiral: 
from what we call a “real” particle, one that we think 
has mass, can be measured, etc. The virtual particle is 
just as real, but it is a type of reality that we do not 
usually think about. Thoughts, for instance, are not 
“real” in the sense of the physical world; they cannot 
be weighed, measured, seen, smelled, felt, etc., but you 
will understand that, nevertheless, thoughts are very 
real, but they are a type of virtual reality. 

Physicists are learning that what we call empty 
space, the vacuum, or ether, etc., actually is the source 
of waves which divide the vacuum into sexed pairs of 
concentrated and decentrated waves. These waves, 
vibrating at various frequencies and interference 
patterns and forming holograms (or formed from 
holograms), are the source of all that we call reality, 
all that we call existence. 

God begins His creation with a Thought. The 
Thought of God begins the creation by creating (in the 
vacuum) compressed pairs of concentrated/decentrated 
waves. The waves create virtual particles, which can 
be understood to be waves or particles or both because 
they are originally neither. As they become manifest, 
we call these particles/waves, “photons”. 

thinking of God, waves of virtual potential are created _ _ 

Photons are energy packets out of the stillness of 
the vacuum. Once the stillness of empty space 
“moves” (pulses), the “movement” being caused by the 

arranged in harmonics of 
octaves. There are 
believed to be ten octaves 
by some, nine octaves by 
others. 

The pulsing 
frequency from the virtual 
or vacuum side of reality 
creates atoms, such as an 
atom of helium (atomic 
mass 4.0). As the 
frequency increases, the 
helium becomes lithium 
(atomic mass 7.03), then 
beryllium (9. l), then 
boron (11 .O), then carbon 
(12.0) then nitrogen 
(14.04), then oxygen 
(16.0), thenfluorine (19). 
This completes one cycle 
of the octave; in this case 
the helium cycle is the 
fifth octave wave. 

is wrong. The Table of 

The Mendeleev Table 
of the Elements as 
presented in the textbooks 

d 

which -pop” out of the vacuum into what we call 
“reality”. The thinking of God creates an unlimited 
omniverse of virtual photons, called Light. We have 
the sensory organs to “see” only a small range of these 
frequency waves, what we normally call light, but in a 
greater sense Light includes all the frequencies/waves, 
such as sound vibrations, radio waves, X-rays, Cosmic 

Nature is actually arranged in a spiral. 
The spiral in nature is illustrated in the spiral 

growth pattern of the nautilus sea shell. This is called 
the Golden Section ratio in art, and in math is known 
as a graph of the Fibonacci 
number series. 

Editorial Policy 

Opinions of the CONTACT 
contributors are their own and do 
not necessarily reflect those of the 
CONTACT staff or management. 

The chaos of the random 
virtual particle flux, also 
known as the vacuum of 
space is ordered by the 
M:?.:J of God into a basic 
pattern known as the 
Fibonacci spiral. Everything 
else that exists is created 
from this basic spiral 
pattern. All of Creation is 
wave frequency/frequencies. 
All of Creation is in spirals. 

These harmonics and cycles are fundamental in 
nature. We see cycles all around us. We are familiar 
with the cycles of time (day and night, months, years, 
hours). In economics, these are the cycles of Fibonacci 
and Elliott Waves. The Fibonacci series (Golden 

- _ 

Series) is manifest throughout nature. Fibonacci 
learned about the numbers from studying the 
reproduction of rabbits. Many plants have branches 
that divide according to Fibonacci numbers. The 
leaves on perhaps 90% of plants are arranged 
according to Fibonacci numbers (the Golden Spiral). 
The lily and iris have 3 petals per flower; the 
buttercup, wild rose, larkspur, and columbine have 5; 
delphiniums have 8 petals; ragwort, corn marigold, 
and cineraria have 13 petals; aster, black-eyed Susan, 
and chicory have 2 1; plaintain and pyrethrum have 34; 
and michelmas daisies have 89 petals, all Fibonacci 
numbers. The seeds in seed heads are often arranged 
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according to Fibonacci spirals (such as in the universe can be contained in a point smaller than the Egyptians called the Sun Aton, or Hatonn with a 
Sunflower). Each seed is phi (0.168) of a turn from the period at the end of this sentence. The whole of the beginning and ending silent “h” and “n.” Even the 
last one (or, there are Phi [ 1.6181 seeds per turn). universe, all knowledge and all power, is contained ancient Egyptians may not have understood fully and 

Pine cones show the same pattern arrangement. within each individual and thing. “Matter may be the historians probably misunderstood and 
The arrangement of the leaves around the stem on nothing but gravitationally trapped light.” misrepresented what they described of the Egyptians. 

many plants shows Fibonacci numbers. If you look In a vacuum tube (the universe), electricity is The nightless Sun is a lens focus of God’s Light. The 
down on a plant, you will see that the leaves are transmitted from a filament (your Mind, You) to a Sun divides the light and creates planets which divide 

&ate. When day and night. .~ 
it strikes the 
plate, 
photons 
bounce or 
reflect off, 
creating 
light. That 
1 i g 6 t 
reflection 
creates what 
we call 
real&. but 

The form of the dividing light wave is most often 
represented on a graph as a two-dimensional S or Sine 
wave. This is misleading, as the actual form of the 
basic universal wave is a 3- or 4-dimensional spiral. 

WHAT IS THE 
ULTIMATE PARTICLE? 

For some time, the atom was considered to be the 
ultimate particle. Then the concept was developed of 

arranged so that the leaf underneath is offset so that 
the one above does not block all the sun and rain, and 
if you count the leaves going around the plant until you 
get to the next leaf that is directly underneath the first, 
you find Fibonacci numbers. Some will have 3 
clockwise rotations before we meet a leaf directly 
above the first, passing 5 leaves along the way. Or 
anti-clockwise, we need only 2 turns. Or there might 
be 5 clockwise rotations passing 8 leaves, or 3 
rotations in the anti-clockwise direction. We could 
write this as 3/S clockwise rotations per leaf (or 2/S 
anti-clockwise) for the first plant and 5/8 of a turn per 
leaf for the second plant (3/8 anti-clockwise). 

The number of leaves per turn on elm, linden, lime 
and grasses is 112; for beech, hazel, other grasses, and 
blackberry it is l/3; oak, cherry, apple, holly, and plum 
are 2/5; poplar, rose, pear, and willow are 3/8; and 
pussy willow and almond are 5113, all Fibonacci 
numbers. 

In art, this number series is expressed as the 
Golden Section and is used to design frames for our 
certificates and pictures. The Greeks used this in 
designing their buildings, such as the Parthenon, and 

modem buildings such 
as the United Nations 
Building use this 
Golden Ratio. 

The Universe 
(there is more than 
one universe, 
depending 
definitions) is a lig&: 
wave holographic 

r- 

it is not us, an atom consisting of electrons flying around a proton- 
it is not you and-neutron core. Then even more “ultimate” 

or me; it is only a reflection of our thoughts. If we particles were “discovered”: baryons, leptons, 
change our thoughts, we change “reality”. The hadrons, photons, mesons, positrons, muons, pions, 
possibilities here are UNLIMITED, if we can figure gravitons, kaons. And there are the charming quarks 
out how to actually do it. copied from James Joyce’s Finnegan ‘s Wake. Is there 

The vibrating waves create all we call physical no end? 
reality. We feel certain waves with our eyes and call In my opinion, the real ultimate particle is the 
them visible light. We feel other vibrations with our peon. The peon is the one that does all the work. 
ears and call it sound. We feel some waves with out Seriously, I have felt for many years that there is 
skin or our nose or our sense of taste. We are sensing no such thing as an “ultimate particle”. The more I 
kings who are sensing a hologram that is like a learn, the more 1 am convinced this is so. SomtOnt 

picture on a moving picture screen, it is not real. If you comes up with an idea of an “ultimate” particle, and if 
flip a switch, the picture disappears. In reality, enough accept it, that makes it real. Some particles 
nothing in the universe moves, not matter, not spirit. I were otigidly conceived as jokes, but scientists 
do not understand it, either. 1 am just bringing to your started accepting them, and n@vv thq are mostly 
attention what others of more understanding are accepted as real. I suppose if enough PcoPle accept 
saying. Since we live in a perceived moving universe Santa Claus, that makes him real. 
of, matter, for now I am merely trying lo come to a Humans, being somewhat creative beings, “create” 
better understanding of it. (I find that if I state what is the “ultimate particle”. Then along comes another 
exactly true, it will make very little or no sense at all, scientist who proposes a more ultimate particle. If 
and if I state what has a chance of making some sense, enough accept it, it becomes accepted as real. “My 
it will not be totally correct.) The Source divides His ultimate particle is more ultimate than your ultimate 
thinking into pairs of opposites (although the Source is Particle.” 
not His or Her: what would you call “It”?), but the The whole concept is WRONG! The concept of the 
Source is not the thinking and the Source is not two, 
but One. I will simply do the best I can for now from 
my own learning experience and share with you and go 
from there. 

The Source Mind is also called God. The Mind 
vibrates the ether or vacuum and creates pulsed waves 
of compression and expansion. All order and life is the 
result of compression and heat which produce invisible 
and visible light, which then radiates back into 
expansion and disorder and into the stillness and cold 

Bohr/Rutherford atom with a solid core and electrons 
flying around is wrong. Everything in nature is a ring 
with a hole in it. The atom if you want to call it that 
consists of rings of force around a center zero-point 
axis which expands into a hole as the rings expand and 
decentrate. The tornado (or cyclone) is an example of 
spiraling rings of force around a still axis center. 

HOW MUCH ENERGY IS 
universe created by mind. Fred Alan Wolf in Space- of death, which is then agitated and compressed back 
Time and Beyond says: “The physical universe does into order and life and the cycle continues unendingly. IN THE VACUUM FLUX? 
not exist independent of the thought of the Thought and effort and concentration creates life and 
participators. What we call reality is constructed by all that is, while rest and expansion and radiation is “Calculations of the energy density in the vacuum 
the mind.” (Did you read The Holographic Universe, the opposite side of the cycle. All is light expressed range to enormous values on the order of l.OElOO 
as I recommended in the last Worldline?) electromagnetically. grams per cubic centimeter, expressed in mass units. 

We live in a holographic universe. What we call Desire is the cause of all motion. An unmoving To convert this mass density to energy density, simply 
real is a holographic image. What we call “unreal”, or Idea creates Desire in Mind which is expressed multiply by the square of the speed of light” (Tom 
“nothing”, is the REAL reality. Nobel Laureate E. electrically by projecting the unmoving One Light of Bearden, Background For Ptrrsving Scolor 
Wigner wrote in 1967: “The recognition that physical Mind two ways to create the two electrically opposite Electromognetics, note 28). In my opinion, Bearden 
objects and spiritual values have a very similar kind of waves of (apparent) motion in the brain of a human, or underestimates. I think we will find that if we pick a 
reality has contributed in some measure to my mental in the apparent “vacuum” of space. The light waves point in space, all the power in the universe is in that 
peace...at any rate, it is the only known point of view mix and create mass or matter, such as for instance, single point. 
which is considtnt with quantum mechanics” iron. A piece of iron is a piece of light. If you heat “When physicists calculate the minimum amount 
(Sylffmchies and Rejlecllons, Indiana University iron, it begins to release some of its light and begins to of energy a wave can possess, they find that ever)r 
Press, Bloomington, p. 192). glow in various colors. A piece of carbon has/is a cnbic centimeter of empty space contains more energy 

“The doctrine that the world is made up of objects different mixture of light, and a scientist, using a than the total energy of al/ the motter in the knknown 
whose existenct is independent of human consciousness spectrometer, can tell from the glow of light what universe!” (p. 5 1, The Holographic Universe, Michael 
turns out to be in conflict with quantum mechanics and element the light pattern represents. Talbott). Talbott also said, “It [space] is full, a plenum 
with facts established by experiment” (Bernard The Earth and all on it art a motion picture, as opposed to a vacuum, and is the ground for the 
D’Espagnat, “The Quantum Theory and Reality,” projected from the Sun! If the Sun were suddenly existence of everything, including ourselves” (same 
Scientific American, November 1979, p. 158). switched off, the Earth would disappear! In a sense, page). 

Fred Alan Wolf (Ph.D. in theoretical physics, the Sun is our creator, just as all of the more developed Ponder this: what if that single point we pick, that 
1963) says that space is a construct of thought, all the ancient philosophies have stated. The ancient point that contains all the power of the universe, all the 
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universe as a matter of fact and thus all the knowledge we cut the human body into sections, we find it is The A above middle C is assigned the frequency of 
of the universe-what if that point we pick is inside composed of rings around holes-the chest, the skull, 
our mind? the bones, arteries, heart, windpipe, nerves, cells. 

440.00 Hz. In this scale the frequencies are: 

Another quote from Talbott: “In other words, Trees consist of rings compressed around a central middle C 261.62 Hz 
despite its apparent materiality and enormous size, the core, which expands outwardly and shows a hollow C-Sharp 277.18 
universe does not exist in and of itself, but is the center as it ages. The Bohr-Rutherford concept of the D 293.67 
stepchild of something far vaster and more ineffable.” atom consisting of electron particles flying around a 311.13 
Instead of “something”, 

D-sharp 
try substituting the word heavy center core of protons and neutrons is wrong. E 329.23 

“God”. Talbott may have had God in mind. for he Atoms are rings around holes. F 349.23 
comments on 1973 Nobel Prize in physics winner The empty-space hole in the center of every atom F-sharp 369.99 
Brian Josephson’s belief: “Josephson believes Bohm’s and in the center of every cell is the MIND OF GOD. G 392 .OO 
implicate order may someday even lead to the This is what is meant by the statements that God IS 
inclusion of God or Mind within the framework of everything, God CENTERS everything, God is the 

G-sharp 415.30 
A 440.00 

science, an idea Josephson supports.” SOURCE of everything, and God is IN YOU. The A-sharp 466.16 
Jack Barnes (PO Box 1135, Georgetown, TX empty-space, unmoving vacuum is what the ancients 

78627), a brilliant thinker with Quantum Spacetime call the Invisible White Light. ts 
493.88 
523.25 

Research of Georgetown, Texas, wrote a document 
which states: “This report exactly quantifies the 
Cosmos and each of its fundamental components. This 
requires nullification or modification of the theories of 
both Newton and Einstein. The mathematical content 
is minimal. The fundamental nature of the Cosmos is 

JOHANNES 

KEPLER 

The fundamental frequency of a vibrating string is 
inversely proportional to its length, or directly 
proportional to the reciprocal of its length. 

The tuning scale has been changed and some opera 
houses use various tunings. They tune their scales 

exceedingly simple and profusely interconnected. The Johannes Kepler was a German astronomer born in 
Cosmos is holographic and formed from one singular 

based on the pitch of A and a few years ago Vienna was 
1571. He became professor of mathematics at Graz at A-450. Some opera houses have A-452, La Scala is 

Quantum and nothing else. The Zero-Point Energy of University in 1594. There he was forced to teach the at A-442, Florence is at A-448. 
the Quantum is the fundamental energy of the Ptolemaic system that the Earth was the center of the It has been determined that there are six species of 
Universe. The nonlocal Quantum of energy-time is solar system, while privately he was learning from the human singing voice: bass, baritone, tenor, 
omnipresent in spacetime which precludes the Michael Maestlin the Copernicus heliocentric system contralto, alto, and soprano. At proper tunings, the 
necessity for motion. Planck’s Quantum = g/2 is the (with the Sun the center of the solar system). In 1600 voice fits harmoniously and easily with the physics of 
progeny of logic.” He also says: “Very clearly the he had to leave Graz because of religious persecution sound. But if the tuning is wrong, the singer has to 
Universe is a system of elaborate design and never- 
ceasing change organized by an infinite intelligence 

and joined his friend Tycho von Brahe in Prague. A sing out of his natural scale to complete the octave. 
year later Brahe died, and Kepler was appointed to The magazine Fidelio says that there is a conspiracy to 

beyond human concept. This intelligence is embedded succeed him as court mathematician to the Emperor. destroy the science of musical composition, and since 
within the singular nonlocal holographic Quantum He inherited from Brahe a wealth of astronomical this is true in so many other areas-the powers that be 
and instantaneously accesses all spacetime and each information and developed what are now known as keep changing the yardsticks and moving the boundary 
subatomic particle within the Cosmos. Plurality, Kepler’s laws of planetary motion. markers-I suspect this is also true in music. They 
separation and motion are illusory and chimerical; the In 1619 he published a book called De Harmonice even changed the frequency of the tuning forks. 
singular, motionless, omnipresent Quantum forms the Mundi. “It was in this work that Kepler proposed the “Much effort has been made by the Venetian-led 
sole reality. Physicality, materiality and multiplicity mathematical concept of ‘harmony’ in the solar enemies of human knowledge to obscure, degrade, and 
are pure illusion. All existence is flux, the only system, believing he had thus further extended his destroy the science of musical composition” (p. 37, 
constant is change.” search for unification by marrying together intervals Fidelio, Winter 1995). 

Barnes says that Cosmic spacetime and all matter in the musical scale with the angular velocities of the Guiseppe Verdi’s operas used scientific tuning of 
continually fluctuates at a maximal frequency of c4 planets” (Encyclopedia Britannica). A at 432. The A-432 tuning is ideal for voices. Verdi 
( 1O4z Hz) from primary Quantum state to secondary “Kepler found a relationship between the size of a said “this A must be the A for opera.” Maestro Carlo 
physical state. He says that Quantum energy is the planet’s orbit and the time it takes to complete a circuit Bergonzi of the Metropolitan Opera and others said 
same as “consciousness.” He says that the physical of the Sun. He aIso discovered relationships between that “When I debuted, there were 100 tenors of the first 
counterpart of the Quantum is the Photon. “Matter is the orbital speeds of the planets and the notes in a rank and 100 of the second rank, and those of the 
simply solidified consciousness.” musical scale, developing a scheme of divine musical second were better than the first rank tenors of today. 

“Each cubic centimeter of empty space contains harmony which he published as Harmonices Mundi What has changed7 It’s the tuning! In 1951, there 
subtle quantum energy equal to the physical energy of (Harmonies of the World) in 1619” (The Illustrated were 200 great tenors. Today, there are two and one- 
many trillion ( 4 x 10s4) universes.” Encyclopedia ofAstronomy And Space, Ian Ridpath, p. halfl” 

Although Barnes has some fascinating ideas, they 104, emphasis mine). Everything in the universe is in “The effects of elevating the pitch of musical 
are hampered by his acceptance of the Neilsl octaves and harmonics of octaves. performances, from the vicinity of 430 cycles for A, to 
Rutherford concept of the atom. The “atom” if you What are the frequencies of the music scale’? This as high as 442-446, or, even higher, has been a leading 
wish to call it that is actually pairs of rings around question is not as simple as it seems. A musical scale factor in reducing the number of leading singers from 
holes, not the electron/proton/neutron “solar system” that has the greatest possible number of harmonizing hundreds, at the beginning of the period following 
as is taught by most science. intervals is called the just, or true, diatonic scale. World War II, to a few handfuls today. Like the 

Richard Feynman in QED says of the Quantum Here it is for the key of C: Keplerian Solar System, or electron orbits of quantum 
theory: U . ..the theory describes 
all the phenomena of the physical 
world except the gravitational 
effect...” I will comment that 
they do not understand what 
gravity really is. Here is a hint. 
Gravity is everywhere. Therefore 
gravity does not move! (where 
would it move to?) which means 
gravity is perfect stillness. The 
mind of God is perfect stillness. 
Hmmmm. 

The vacuum of space, the 
zero-point, or whatever you want 

r 

LETTER 
C’. 
B 
A 
G 
F 
E 

INTERVAL 
ABOVE FREQUENCY RATIO 

SYLLABLE MIDDLE C TO MIDDLE c; FREOUENCY IN Hz 
do perfect octave 2:l 523.24 
ti major seventh 15:8 490.54 
la major sixth 5:3 436.03 
sol perfect fifth 3:2 392.43 
fa perfect fourth 413 348.82 
mi major third 514 327.02 

it unison major whole tone 9:8 1 294.32 261.62 

1 
microphysics, the orbits of the 
nutural singing tones are fixed in 
a few predesignated, narrow 
band-passes, to such effect that 
elevating the pitch approximately 
a quarter of a tone above the 
central value of that band-pass 
has a destructive physiological 
effect upon the singing voice” (p. 
28, Fidelio). 

An article called “What 
Mathematics Can Learn From 
Classical Music” by Bruce 

J Director in (Fidelio, Journal of 
to call it, is actually MIND. It is the mind of God, and This scale cannot by used for musical instruments, Poetry, Science, and Statecraft, Winter 1995, p. 37) 
is our mind (which is a fragment of God’s mind). The such as a piano or organ, because the frequencies listed shows diagrams of the well-tempered system 
MIND creates the electromagnetic effects by creating above for the key of C would not be in the correct ratios represented as divisions of a spiral. The magazine 21st 
wave vibrations, which control the physical and to each other for music played in any other key. So Century, Fall 1995, p. 45, compares the similarities of 
chemical processes such as the processes of cells. what is used now is called a tempered scale, in which the geometry of the solar system orbits with the 
Every cell, and every atom, is a ring with a hole in it. the octave is divided into twelve semitones, each of registration of the human voice, also in a spiral. 
Everything in the universe is a ring with a hole in it. If which is 1.0595 times that of the next lower semitone. A recent article in the Spring 1997 issue of 2fst 
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Century magazine is entitled “The Keplerian Harmony 
of Planets and Their Moons”. The first sentence is 
“Astrophysics is in turmoil.” It points out that stars 
are being found that are 5 billion years older than the 
Big Bang, supposedly the beginning of the universe. It 
lists other problems that are confronting astrophysicists. 
It says that the positions of planets and moons in our 
solar system are supposed to be the result of mere 
accident, yet the solar system manifests a much higher 
degree oi&der than canbe explained. 

The article quotes Kepler’s 
comment on the musical harmony of 
the solar system: “These therefore 
are the harmonies which are shared 
by each pair of planets. In their main 
relationships (that is, in. the 
relationship between the motions at 
the convergent and divergent extremes 
[perihelion and aphelion, 
respectively]), there is not a pair of 
planets that would not come so close 
to a harmony that the ear, where 
strings tuned in a corresponding 
manner, could not easily distinguish 
the imperfection, except for that 

APHELION-PERIHELION HARMONIES 
Proportions of angular velocities (Aeaphelion, P=pcrihelion) 

P (Venus) :A (Mercury) Two octaves 4.000 4.015 
A (Earth) :A (Venus) Minor sixth 1.587 1.593 
A (Mars) :P (Earth) Fifth 1.498 1.502 
A (Ceres) :A (Mars) Octave & major third 2.520 2.521 
P (Ceres) :P (Mars) Octave & minor third 2.378 2.379 
A (Jupiter) :P (Ceres) Octave 2.000 2.001 
P (Saturn) :P (Jupiter) Octave & major third 2.520 2.518 
A (Neptune) :A (Uranus) Octave & half tone 2.119 2.121 
A (Neptune) :A (Pluto) Whole tone 1.122 1.122 

hands straight up at noon. As the minute hand moves, a G note of 388.36 Hz, which he says is the harmonic 
an angle is formed at the center of the clock face by the frequency of the solar day. The G note is the sol (as in 
minute hand and a line straight up to the 12. The fa sol la ti do). Sol as in solar? What a coincidence. 
minute hand rotates through 360 in one hour, which The A note in this scale would be 435.92 Hz (Hertz is 
is the angular velocity, or six degrees in one n?l,:llte. cycles per second, and a second is 1/86400th part of a 
When Kepler measured the angular velocities cz” the day). “The original Parisian standard pitch tuning 
planets, “astonishing musical harmonies emerged fork (Diapason normal) was made by Lissajous and had 
from this” (p. 36). These harmonies are charted in the 435.4 Hz. This pitch was introduced by the French 
following table: government in 1859 in cooperation with musicians 

such as Hector Berlioz, Meyerbeer and 
Rossini” (p. 98). The pitch of A was 
fixed at 440 Hz at the Second 
International Standard Pitch Conference 
in London in 1939, thus bringing it out 
of the natural Earth harmony. The 
author shows that the reciprocal of 
86400 raised to the 65th octave is the 
wavelength of the visible light color 
red-orange, 0.702 micrometer, and 
states: “It is noteworthy in this context 
that the carrier of the hereditary 
substance DNA (Deoxyribonucleic acid), 
of which chromosomes consist, has a 
maximum of resonance at 0.351 
micrometer (according to Popp, 

difference between Jupiter and Mars.” He was The article continues: “The orbits of the moons University of Marburg). 0.35 1 micrometer is precisely 
indicating that there should be a planet between and the planets thus seem to obey certain quantization half the wavelength of the color of the day, 0.702 
Jupiter and Mars to make his system of harmony rules, and manifest harmonic proportions in relation to micrometer. The hereditary substance of man has a 
complete. Later we learned that in fact there are the each other” (p. 36). The article points out that, maximum of resonance which coincides with the 66th 
remains of a planet in that orbit. The Titius-Bode Rule 
in as;:onomy illustrates this harmony. 

contrary to Newtonian gravity laws, the orbits of the octave of the average solar day....” 
moons are NOT determined by the masses of their 

The article also has diagrams of spirals showing planets. 
the moons of Neptune, Uranus, Jupiter, Saturn, and the On page 39 under the heading uResonances and the WHAT IS THE 
positions of the outer and inner planets, all fitting Fibonacci Series,” it states: “A striking peculiarity in 
barred spirals (the bar being the planetary diameter, the motions of known solar system bodies-whether SOURCE OF OUR 
from which the spiral begins, extended outward to planets, moons, asteroids, or rings-is the surprising 
intersect the spiral’s turns). The NGC 1300 galaxy abundance of resonances.” The article explains the MEASUREMENT 
follows a barred spiral geometry. The table of the resonances and charts them, showing that they fit the 
elements should be in a spiral; I wonder if it is a barred Fibonacci numbers. SYSTEMS? 
spiral? The book The Cosmic Octave, Origin o/Harmony 

Kepler investigated the angular velocities of the by Cousto says that there are 86,400 seconds in a day 
orbits of the planets. The angular velocity is the rate of (24 x 60 x 60) which raised to the 25th octave (2*q is 

Currently we use a metric system, but originally 

change of an angle. 
we used a system based on the numbers 6 and 12 

Imagine a clock face with the 33554432. It says that l/86400 times 33554432 equals (which is 2 x 6). Each digit has a name--one, two, 

three, four, five; six, seven, eight, nine, ten, eleven; 
twelve, then we continue by combining names-thir- 
teen (three and ten), four-teen (four and ten), etc. Our 
original numbering system was not decimal (based on 
ten, from counting our fingers so we were taught in 
school), not binary (which is what computers use), not 
octal nor hexadecimal (which is what computer 
programmers use), but ours was sexagesimal, based on six. 

The original calendar was a year of 360 (60 x 6) 
days, 12 (2 x 6) months of 30 (5 x 6) days each. The 
davs are divided into 12 or 24 hours. 60 minutes in an 
ho&, 60 seconds in a minute. A cudit was 30 fingers. 
The cord was 120 cubits or 3600 fingers. The league 
was 180 cords. The foot is 12 inches. There are 3 feet 
in a yard. We buy eggs by the dozen or by the gross (12 
x 12). The smallest unit of weight was the grain, the 
shekel was 180 grains (3 x 60), and the talent was 3600 
shekels. The troy ounce is 480 (80 x 6) grains and 12 
troy ounces per troy pound (called troy because it 
traces back to ancient Troy, and they got it from Egypt 
and Babylon). Pure gold IS 24 (4 x 6) karats; line gold 
jewelry is 18 (3 x6)karats 

We inherited our numbdring system from ancient 
Babylon, which used a base 60 system. We count one 
hundred, two hundred, three hundred, they counted 
one sixty, two sixties, three sixties, etc. 

In the 

Babylonian system, all fractions were represented by 
one number, because they were all an exact number of 
sixtieths. In decimal, we have to round off l/3, l/4, or 
l/6 but the Babylonian system did not have that 
inconvenience for the common fractions. We still use 
the Babylonian system in geometry and trigonometry. 
Zecharia Sitchin has written a series of books whose 
theme is that our numbering system and much else was 
given to us by extraterrestrials. 

[To be continued.] 
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s Julv 4 Mars Landing 
J 

ake Or ,Facade? 

As Art Bell began his program, it was almost as if 
high-level N.A.S.A. officials knew that Richard 
Hoagland was about to say it was all TOO perfect. An 
announcement was made that there was a small com- 
munications problem between the Puthfinder lander 
and the Sojourner rover. This, if nothing else, added 
an air of believability to N.A.S.A.‘s story. Officials 
expressed confidence they would solve the problem, but 
acknowledged that the mission’s science objectives 
would be seriously threatened by it. And just like some 
prefabricated “success” story, they solved the problem 
the very next day. 

Art began by saying the landing “was a beautiful 
thing to watch”. Richard said, “My heart wants to be- 
lieve that this is what everyone thinks it is. (But) the 
numbers, the. data, the science, the calculations, the 
efforts of the last 15 years, tell me there is something 
radically wrong with this picture.” It was all just TOO 
perfect. He also said, “If I heard (the words) astonish- 
ing and superlative once (today), I heard it a hundred 
times from all different people in the mission.” 

Richard Hoagland pointed out that, at the time of 
and carried out to present to the public a major media in this report I will mention several NASA scientists the landing on Mars, the Earth appeared at less than 5 
event they would not soon forget. But was this just a degrees of angle above the Martian horizon, which is 
slick cover story for something else that N.A.S.A. was 

and project leaders who met with curious and untimely 
deaths recently. This is, of course, one effective way very low for radio communications. He contends that, 

REALLY undertaking on Mars? to m&e sure those who won’t “play the wrt” get when the Puthjlnder landed on the rolling terrain, the 
Listeners to Art Bell”s late-night talk-radio weeded from the playing field. Earth would then have been behind one of the hills we 

program might be familiar with a now-regular guest 
to his show, Richard Hoagland. Richard’s credentials 
would appear to make him more qualified to be telling 
us about Mars than the mostly rather young-looking 
persons we are now listening to from N.A.S.A. A par- 
tial list of his impressive scientific accomplishments 
includes: recipient of the Angstrom Medal for Excel- 
lence in Science, 1993; former Science Advisor to 
Walter Cronkite and CBS News; science contributor to 
magazines such as OMNI, ANALOG and SCIENCE DI- 
GEST; consultant to N.A. S. A. ‘s Goddard Space Flight 
Center from 1975 to 1980; organizer of the Indepen- 
dent Mars Investigation (1984) and the Mars Investi- 
gation Group (1986) and The Mars Mission (1988); 
Author of The Monumerrts Of Mars: A City On The 
Edge 01 Forever; former Curator of Astronomy and 
Space Science at the Springfield Museum of Scjence 
in Massachusetts; etc., etc. 

So, why doesn’t N.A.S.A. have Mr. Hoaglaid re- 
port on Mars? For one reason, they cannot controqhim! 
He calls it as he sees it. So we get N.A.S.A. prepeies. 
Richard has, for some time now, been pointing out and 
exposing major inconsistencies in what N.A.S.A. says 
it is doing as opposed to what appears to really be go- 
ing on in outer space. Many listeners to Art Bell’s 
program no doubt eagerly awaited the 10 o’clock p.m. 
starting hour on the 4th to hear what might be said. 

As the show got underway, Art was predictably ex- 
cited about what he had been watching on TV earlier 
that day, which displayed N.A.S.A.‘s great apparent 
achievement. Of course, he had as his guest Richard 
Hoagland, who was about to take some of the wind out 
of Art’s sails. 

Richard had been torn all day because one part of 
him wanted to enjoy the thrill he himself had experi- 
enced in the same auditorium at the. Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory (J.P.L.) in Pasadena, California, back on 
July 20, 1976, when he was there watching the un- 
manned Wing h4ars mission. But something was 
gnawing at him inside, saying that this time it was all 
just TOO slick and TOO flawless to be real. Besides, 
Richard has recently been studying ail availaMe infor- 
mation from N.A.S.A., which led him to believe the 
Pathfinder was not likely to actually touch down until 
July 20th, and would land at a far distant area on 
Mars-namely, in the region known as Cydonia. 

Richard does not necessarily believe that the 0 Copyf~gfX i’i&O Vrnren: G.EitirC am! Greg Moleoaa! 

N.A.S.A. officials we saw on TV were directly aware 
of any kind of cover-up of the truth. They were simply The pictorial sequence that you are about to see reveal some of the most startling discoveries of 

puppets who truly believed that the information they prominent features on the surface of MARS. The photos are very real and the features shown in detail 

were presenting to the American public and the world are rock formations which resemble shapes that appear to have been carved rather than formed by 

was indeed factual and spectacular. However, later on nature. 
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were shown; yet what we were shown on television was reaIly controversial, and then deadly, information. 
that N.A.S.A. never lost contact with the lander! Ri- N.A.S.A. had rescheduled a course correction for 
chard asked, “So how come we heard its signal all the the Mars mission from June 24th to the 25th. Then, 
way through to the landing...? They never lost com- on the morning of the 25th, we were told that the Rus- 
munication once.. . . According to the radio engineer in Sian MIR space station was involved in a collision with 
charge of the communications system, he was aston- a resupply vehicle, almost killing three cosmonauts- 
ished.” Donna Shirley, the Mars program manager at astronauts. Attention was understandably (and maybe 
N.A.S.A., reported on CNN, at the very time the para- conveniently?) then focused totally on the fate of MIR, 
chutes were being deployed, that it would be incred- and none of the public was paying any attention to 
ibly unlikely that they would have communication all Pathjinder. 
the way to the ground, but they did (supposedly). For 36 hours, no information of any kind was forth- 

The tetrahedral lander could have landed on one coming from N.A.S.A. about the Pathfinder course cor- 
of its four sides. It landed on its base. Richard argued rection. Art Bell acknowledged that the N.A.S.A. 
that there was a 25% faclually, 20%] chance that that Website dried up during that time. It was supposed to 
could happen, if you’re lucky. “But we got lucky so be only a slight correction of a few degrees, requiring 
many times today (on the 4th) that even the engineers a very short burn time. However, the fact is that the 
involved in the project ran out of superlatives for how spacecraft was carrying 5 times (171) the amount of fuel 
lucky they got.” But let’s move ahead now to some necessary for the mid-course correction. N.A.S.A. 

CLOSE-UP fROM FRAME 35A72 

@ Caoyright 1980 Ymcent DtPietro and Greg Molenear 

COMPUTER ENHANCED E~~R~EME~T 
(Starburst Pixel interleave Technique) 

:I?e most 3rCmtnem ‘eature 3eDic:s 3 VCK formation +vn~ch stands ricar: km 311 xhers and 
esemb~es .3 luman ‘ace ~xxnwete wtrh *yes. r?ose. mouth and sawlifie. ‘he Wmauon s iocateg dt 
--3;.3: :at!ru& dtrld :i it-; onq!tuae ina measures xiout ! Tftie d~ross. The “.;tarci;rst” narkrnqs are 3 
murt .;f *ransli77ssfcn -0is.e molea wth ‘he ?ncto ?niargemer;t :ecnnwue. 

would have us believe that one-half hour before entry 
into Martian airspace, the spacecraft disengaged its 
cruise module which contained the extra fuel. N.A.S.A. 
was throwing away 200 pounds of hydrazene which 
“they did not need and did not use”. 

Richard Hoagland believes that that fuel was pos- 
sibly used for a very long-burn course correction, which 
would change the path of the spacecraft from one of 
moving toward Mars, to a path parallel with the 
planet’s surface, making Pathfinder now orbit Mars, 
and that it was actually likely still in space on the night 
of the 4th as he was speaking to Art Bell. Hoagland’s 
research suggests that it will land on July 20th in the 
region of Cydonia. Why Cydonia? We’ll get to that 
soon. 

Richard Hoagland disclosed on Art’s program that 
he had been trying for the past 2 weeks (prior to the 
4th) to follow-up on some very remarkable intelligence 
that came to him from Texas indicating that there is 
an alternative m&ion control center for this mission, 
hidden in the area of Dallas, Texas. It is reported that 
there is a facility near Dallas which is surrounded by a 
fence with double-edge razor wire, video cameras, and 
armed guards. This facility is so well guarded that, 
when one of Richard’s associates tried to approach, they 
were already turned away by a guard while still sev- 
eral hundred feet from the area. 

If information is being faked and sent to Mission 
Control in Houston to fool N.A.S.A. employees, the 
American public, and the world, then such a facility, 
in Dallas or somewhere, would be required to supply 
the data we are being shown by the ever-compliant 
media. 

Now for some very disturbing i~or~tion. 
Richard reported that on the night of July 3rd, 

1997, the son of a high-ranking N.A.S.A. Shuttle Chief 
named Brewster Shaw, from Houston, was killed. His 
bullet-riddled body was found stuffed in the trunk of 
his car at the bottom of a lake. Local police reported 
it was done by car-jackers. (Think about that one for a 
moment!) 

On June 25th, 1997, the day of the supposed burn 
for the spacecraft mid-course correction, and the day 
of the MIR “accident”, a Senior Program Director at 
N.A.S.A. Headquarters, Dr. Gergen Ray, was found 
dead near his home in Potomac, Maryland, under un- 
usual circumstances, That one was hushed-up so 
quickly there is no further information on the’kircum- 
stances. 

A few days prior to that, a computer technician 
working on Pathfinder in Palo Alto, California, was 
found dead. His body was wedged between a tree and 
a fence in a very well-traveled, upper-class residen- 
tial-shopping area near Stanford University. Officials 
in his case claim that he was beaten to death by gang 
members1 How convenient, 

And, the Program Manager for Mars Surveyor at 
N.A.S.A. Headquarters in Washington, Mary K. Olsen, 
went to J.P.L. in Pasadena a few months ago, and wound 
up in a hospital with a very strange and anomalous 
embolism, and died. She was only 35 years old! 

‘Richard contends that the number of N.A.S.A. em- 
ployees is not that great, and to now see so many of 
them suddenly dying violent deaths does not make 
sense, unless you weigh this against the lies N.A.S.A. 
has been foisting off on the public about their projects 
in space. Did the above-mentioned employees know 
too much that they were unwilling to keep quiet about? 
Were they threatening to expose N.A.S.A. secrets? As 
with the death of the Clintons’ friend, Vincent Poster, 
we may never know. 

Richard Hoagland suggests the possibility that what 
N.A.S.A. is showing us could be filmed anywhere on 
planet Earth. [A#d 6y tkc way, don2 miss the inset 
“letter to the editor” printed in a recent issue of a 
major Canadian newspaper, on the next page, for a 
provocative possibility related to the above sentence.] 
He then made a plea to our intelligence: “Please, folks, 
listen carefully.... Part of this, to me, is an exercise in 
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process, because I want people to really think about 
how we view and decide on reality.... You are looking 
at what people are claiming is from another planet.. . . 
We are now at the level of technology where that de- 
gree of faking is absolutely possible.... I want people 
to keep an open mind and continue to ask [the] hard 
questions.” 

were “an optical illusion produced by shadows”. (And, 
of course, the Air Force has always told us there are 
no UFOs.) General interest in the face and pyramids 
has grown astronomically since then. 

Art Bell then proceeded to take phone calls from 
listeners with questions for Richard Hoagland. The 
overwhelming majority of callers leaned toward believ- 
ing that Richard was accurate in his presentation. It 
looks like more people are 
waking up all the time. 

The Friday, July 8, 1988, issue of The Bakersfield 
Californian ran a front-page story (complete with 
photo) about the face on Mars. The article discussed, 
among other things, a Soviet probe launched to Mars 
which allegedly was not going to be studying the 
Cydonia region. 

The article mentioned Mark Carlotto, an optical 

But what is so intriguing 
about the region of Cydonia, 
and why would N.A.S.A. (i.e., 
our government) not want us to 
know about a mission there? 
To answer this question we 
may need to go back to the 
1972 Mariner 9 space probe. 

Editor’s note: Below is a letter to the editor printed in The 
Montreal Gazette for Thursday July IO, 1997, on their editorial page. 
Is this person suflering from a case of mistaken identity? Or is this 
one of those inconvenient (to NASA) cases where “you can ‘t fool all 
of the people, all of the time”? In any event, we couldn ‘t have 
invented a better side bar to Ray’s story. 

The Nov.-Dec. 1980 issue 
of Frontiers of Science maga- 
zine, Vol. III, No.1, ran an ar- 
ticle about “Pyramids on 
Mars”, by Francis Graham. 
The article begins, [quoting:] 

A Cover-Up On Mars? 

There are pyramids on 
Mars. They were discovered in 
1972 by the Mariner 9 space 
probe, which orbited Mars and 
completely reconnoitered the 
Martian surface by television. 

The front-page photograph in The Gmette July 5 captioned 
“Panormaic view of the Red Planet taken last night from a camera on 
the Pathfinder” is nothing of the sort. 

It is a snap I took in 1943 on the south quarter of my grandfather’s 
ranch outside Mosabank, Sask., just north of the Montana line. 

I recognized it immediately. My initials are carved on that big 
rock in the middle. 

The pyramids are located 
in the eastern part of the pla- 
teau of Elysium in the region 
known as Trivium Charontis. 
These pyramids are tetrahedral 

What’s going on’? Is this one of those cover-ups? What happened 
to the bunkhouse? 

David A. Mitchell 
Montreal 

in shape, having the form of a three-sided pyramid, 
whereas the famous pyramids of Giza in Egypt are four- 
sided. Near the Martian pyramids are other rectangu- 
lar-sided polygonal structures, resembling buildings. 
Altogether, at least ten structures are clearly seen in 
the area. 

The most incredible thing about these pyramids is 
their colossal size. They are, at the largest, three thou- 
sand meters across at the base, and the added polygo- 
nal assemblies are six thousand meters in diameter. 
The largest of these pyramids is about a thousand 
meters tall, or five-eighths of a mile. The magnificent 
pyramids of Egypt are simply dwarfed by these behe- 
moth counterparts. The “Great” Pyramid of Cheops is 
480 feet high and 760 feet wide. The Martian pyra- 
mids are roughly ten times taller and ten times broader. 
They occupy a volume a thousand times greater. [End 
quoting] 

engineering expert, who believes the face and pyra- 
mids appear to have been carved by “intelligent de- 
sign” and not by the random forces of Nature. The 
article also mentioned Richard Hoagland, “founder of 
an organization of scientists called The Mars Project”. 
Hoagland claimed (and still believes) the objects are 
all part of a city on Mars. 

We need to ask N.A. S.A. exactly what our tax dol- 
lars are doing up there in space. Why not write and/or 
call Dan Goldin, N.A.S.A. Administrator, at 300 “E” 
Street S.W., Washington, D.C. 20546, phone number 
l-202-358-1010, and ask him just exactly what is 
N.A.S.A. doing on Mars?. We have every right to know 
the answer to that question. However, don’t expect a 
straight answer anytime soon! 

Late breaking news as CONTACT goes to press: 
l First of all, for the past 4 or 5 days now, there 

The article also mentioned Brian T. O’Leary, a 
former astronaut and expert on Mars, who said the rock 
face “should be a major target for future spacecraft sent 
to Mars. The feature is sufficiently exciting that we 
must go back to Mars and photograph it at a higher 
resolution.” Could Mars Pathfinder be investigating 
or visiting or who-knows-what in the region of the face 
right now, even as you are reading these words? 

have been s pictures or other information at all from 
the N.A.S.A. Channel regarding the Mars Pathfinder 
Mission. It has been a complete blank after all that 
pageantry on the 4th and for tedious days afterward. 

l Secondly, it is reported that Richard Hoagland 
ndw believes there WAS some kind of a landing on July 
4 on Mars, but the reason for the landing occurring 
then, rather than on the indicated likely date of the 
20th, is an even bigger and more spectacular story than 
what Richard has already revealed publicly to date. 

But what is of even greater interest was discov- 
ered by a N.A.S.A. scientist on July 25th, 1976, when 
he was looking at a photograph transmitted by the vi- 
king I Orbiter. He almost fell out of his chair as he 
gazed at what looked remarkably like a human face 
(see photo inset on p. 10). It was photographed at an 
altitude of 1,162 miles above the Martian surface, near 
the mysterious pyramid-shaped structures. (See wide- 
angle photo inset on p. 11, and notice shadows of pyra- 
mids on left; face is on right.) The face is about one 
mile wide. All of this is in a region on Mars called 
Cydonia. Quite an interesting region, don’t you think? 

The N.A.S.A. photo (Frame 35A72) was routinely 

Have we been lied to? The reader is encouraged to 
carefully weigh all available data in reaching your own 
conclusions, Certainly in the past we have not been 
told, for instance, how the Space Shuttles have been 
used for weather modification, earthquake production, 
and other New World Order political agenda action 
items, as well as for covert military operations, or that 
the Shuttles have been part of the machinery (includ- 
ing such antenna arrays as H.A.A.R.P.) employed to 
electromagnetically pulse us in the 10 cycles-per-sec- 
ond range (which is the range of human brain waves) 
facilitating possible or probable behavior modification 
(mind control) of the masses. So why would we now 
suddenly expect that N.A.S.A. is going to tell us the 
truth? 

This by no means indicates that what we are being 
shown on TV is in any way real. Rather, it strongly 
appears that what we are being shown is a facade, part 
of some much larger deception in this ongoing New 
World Order play. 

9 Thirdly, as CONTACT is going to press tonite, 
Richard Hoagland and a core group of mostly scien- 
tific associates just finished (at shortly after midnight, 
Monday night-Tuesday morning 7/ 14- 15/97) a lengthy 
presentation of their research to a packed and enthusi- 
astic audience from around the country, all gathered at 
the huge Civic Plaza Ballroom in Phoenix, Arizona. 
In addition to reiterating the above points, Richard 
thinks “something big” associated with Phoenix is still 
likely to occur between July 20 and 26. 

filed, until one year later when Vincent DiPietro, an 
electrical engineer at Goddard Space Flight Center, 
picked it up. DiPietro and Gregory Molenaar, a com- 
puter scientist at Goddard, developed a computer pro- 
gram for enlarging video images. 

DiPietro and Molenaar took their enhanced pho- 

As Richard Hoagland said, “This government, this 
space agency (N.A.S.A.), has been carefully, system- 
atically and meticulously lying, lying-let me under- 
score that-LYING to their own people, to the Ameri- 
can people, and to the rest of the world, about the larger 
realities in the Solar System.... There is a pattern of 
deceptions.. . .” 

Moreover, Art Bell has been receiving news ?hat a 
number of notables, from George Bush and Hillary 
Clinton, to Gen. Norman Schwarzkopf and others, have 
been spotted in Phoenix recently; as well, Art has re- 
ceived a number of unconfirmed reports of stepped-up 
troop movements in the general areas around Phoenix. 

Both Phoenix and the Mars mission figure promi- 
tos to a meeting of the American Astronomical Soci- Should we now all-of-a-sudden believe the pageant nently in the spatial and temporal geometry calcula- 
ety at the University of Maryland in June of 1980. The being put on display by the very agency which is known tions of Richard Hoagland’s group’s “hyper-dimen- 
reaction was less than enthusiastic. N.A.S.A. claimed to be lying to us? When we understand how some sional physics” projections. We can but stay alert for 
at the time that the unusual Martian surface features people seek positions of power and form themselves the next act in this unfolding play! 

into groups in order to control governments, and that 
this necessitates lying to the general public in order to 
maintain control, why then would we ever expect some 
agency of government to be telling us the truth about 
anything7 Do you think they are laughing at us while 
we watch two rocks called Barnacle Bill and Yogi Bear? 
Who knows? They have already named some other 
rocks Hippo, Hedge Hog, Boo Boo, Casper and Scooby 
Doo! This goes way beyond ridiculous but surely re- 
flects their “regard” for the intelligence of the public 
at large. 

[Editor’s note: In the post-4th TVfallowt, we see 
some curiosities: As soon as “too perfect” mission 
comments crescendoed, the next day we-the-suckers 
wem led to believe the built-like-a-tank yet suddently 
all-too-vulnerable Sojourner (with SIX wheels, ALL of 
which ate independently reversible) is ‘stuck” because 
one wheel is elevated up against a single rock, not even 
“wedged in” between something! Then, in another rtv- 
eting episode of this television drama, the “experts” 
wets focusing yaur attention upan a rock slightly fore- 
ground of a supposed “stack of huge boulders piled 
up by some colossal flood I’. Then they say-whoops- 
“We thought this was another huge boulder, but it’s 
only about a foot high.... ” So much for keen pe*cep- 
tion of the contours of the Martian landscape. Or bet- 
ter yet, maybe it’s all a preview of the upcoming Hol- 
lywood Epic called Keystone Cops Landing On Mars.] 

It would seem more than likely a strong possibil- 
ity that N.A.S.A.‘s current presentations are intended 
to deflect attention away from some other agenda they 
are pursuing. Can you imagine N.A.S.A. going to Mars 
and not visiting Cydonia? 
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A Question About 
Radiation Poisoning 

7/9/97 I1 HATONN 

Most urgent and possibly the most important in the 
event the above is out of the question, and this will 
probably be the case, I would suggest injections of 2 cc 
Gaiandriana, 2 cc Silver colloid, 2 cc Gold Colloid and 
1 cc Titanium colloid-three times a day. If this can be 
given through slow IV injection, great; if not, I suggest 
the same amounts, given in appropriate-sized doses, 
inter-muscular. This, of course, is suggested only 
where injections are permitted. The displacement of 
tissue by the fluid is painful so you might well wish to 
divide the amount of injection into at least two separate 
“shots” but given at the same time. 

IRRADIATION-RADIATION 

insure no contamination of the solution (which will not 
be packaged for IV use), add 20 drops of OXYSOL. 
This adds ability to program DNA cells as well as realize that this is a typical treatment modality, and for 
Offering full treatment-purification of the solution of non-medical personnel this is only a general sugges- 

I am not practicing medicine, however, so please 

unwanted microbes. 
The next problem is the wipeout of the immune 

system from the radiation which produces a “leukemia’* 
and the person is totally open for overwhelming infec- 
tion. The colloids would prevent the infections and 
much of the toxic reaction to the “cellular die-off. 

Having a rather urgent request for input about 
radiation poisoning, I think it best 1 take up that topic 
early this morning. The request for response came by 
FAX and reads (in part): 

“I’m a subscriber-we have not spoken in years.. . . 
“We have a colleague with serious radiation poi- 

soning. Which Gaia products are the most powerful for 
this? We have Lugol’s solution and Thyroblock but 
these are too mild, therefore ineffective, as we’re 
talking about someone’s entire blood system which has 
been contaminated and we need to act fast...“. 

First of all, we don’t consider “powerful” vs. “mild” 
and if you are searching for a specific item, there aren’t 
any. Further, I don’t know how you have come to 
decide that the thyroid protectors you are using are 
“too mild”. As with any poison or burn circumstance, 
you rarely get INSTANT anything. Also, nobody has 
given any details whatsoever, which is totally out of 
the question for follow-up possibility of responding 
intelligently. Moreover, HOW DO YOU CONCLUDE 
THAT THE ENTIRE BLOOD SYSTEM IS CONTAMI- 
NATED? 

I can address the generalized circumstance from 
severe to light exposure but I don’t feel it appropriate 
to in any way be specific, and since the letter is 
addressed to Rick, I don’t wish to overstep my own 
boundaries, but neither would I expect Rick to recom- 
mend anything of a medical nature. 

The contacting party is in Canada and thereby 
doubles all problems of even generally discussing this 
topic when relative to a party undergoing the discom- 
fort. I will generalize but only Medical Doctors are 
allowed the privilege of medical treatment programs. 
So, with that in mind, I would comment on what has 
been utilized generally but has not been published or 
medically proven. 

In this instance there is said to be full blood-system 
contamination and therefore it is very difficult to 
speculate about potentially effective treatments for you 
have two very large problems. If you are unable to use 
treatment modalities freely and there is no way to get 
substance directly to the blood itself, we have greater 
problems for IV injection is out of the question. 

There is actually no”treatment” beyond the Lugol’s 
solution and what is already being done. However, 
there is much you can do to enhance recovery. Whether 
or not you will be allowed to use the solutions I suggest, 
is quite another circumstance. 

If we had free-use of products I would suggest 
transfusing the person with a slow drip of NON- 
DILUTED GAIANDRIANA OF AT LEAST A LITER 
VOLUME, OVER THE PERIOD OF A DAY. TO THE 
IV DRIP WOULD BE ADDED AN OUNCE OF GOLD 
COLLOID AND AN OUNCE OF SILVER COLLOID 
ALONG WITH l/2 OUNCE OF THE TITANIUM COL- 
LOID. You must have replacement cells for the re- 
structuring and reformation of whole cells, especially 
bone marrow blood cell production systems AND, to 

Hare tarth Capsules $6 (60 MPS) 

(800) NEW-GAIA (639-4242) I 
Advanced products with higher frequencies to knock out the 

newly created, mutated viruses carried by the specialized 
parasites. Call for a free catalog. I 

ORDER NOW- From New Gaia 

Colloidal Titanium (GAIA Ti-22) $20 20~. 

Colloidal Copper (GAIA Cum29) $10 202. 

Colloidal DHEA (GAIA DHEA) $20 20~. 

Colloidal Multi4Qtantin & Mineral ( GAIA WE) $10 !OZ, 

Poslin Capsules $6 (60 caps) 

4~5’~ -Olive Leaf Extract $24 (60 tabs) 
b 

Gaialife Colloidal Minerals 121 +t $10 201 
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tion. And, since no physicians of the M.D. variety have adequately answer the inquiry. outside the guidelines or laws of any place, state or 
asked input, this is only for discussion purposes. If you We are requested to leave a “detailed” response to profession. 
have no ability to utilize these treatments, then double something that cannot be detailed in any way, shape or 1 do suggest you carefully consider the reasons for 
the amounts and take orally in one-to-two ounce amounts form. It would be ludicrous to offer anything more than radiation poisoning to determine if this is medical 
per intake (whatever the body will accept) orally. This to keep the person hydrated and as comfortable as malpractice or accidental exposure. AND, how do you 
is as often as the body will accept the intake. If and possible. KNOW? This becomes a legal point of focus and 
when visible lesions appear-treat liberally with silver Radiation is something that is so “hot” as a topic neither are we lawyers in any way, shape or form. 
colloid, topically, in addition to the oral intake. that we would, further, be totally remiss in any type of Radiation poisoning is not something that “just hap- 

MOST IMPORTANT OF ALL, IMMEDIATELY: “treatment” of such assumed exposure. pens” while skipping through the park one day! 
Get Gaialyte AND some additional electrolyte solution I sense that both the contacting party as well as the I can only ask that you not request such information 
and TAKE AS LIBERALLY AS THE PATIENT CAN “colleague” and the “we” are totally absent knowledge or regimens for you jeopardize both self and others. By 
ACCEPT THE LIQUID’ INTAKE. This is very, very of medical care. This is very dangerous for the parties the way, products useful in this problem are available 
important, and in some instances will be enough to making this request and more dangerous to anyone anywhere and not just from this location. 
allow the body to heal completely. As with any poison responding. We are not in the practice of medicine or We must all, each, consider very carefully our 
or burn, there is total lack of electrolyte balance in the anything even remotely related to same. requests and our actions that we might always realize 
compromised body. This response is not to be offensive but rather to security and safety for even the unwitting. 

Keeping fluid-electrolyte balance and prevention remind all of you that we do not knowingly move Salu. 
of infection are the two most important things to ac- 
complish until the body can respond on its own capa- 
bilities. This means that you will also have to keep up 
the mineral-vitamin supplements as well with a heavy 
leaning toward the antioxidants. A Brief Reminder 

If you have no other method of getting dispersed 
intake of these vitamins and minerals as supplements- 
take supplement tablets and crush them, then take a 
vortex-apparatus (and here Gaiandriana can be used as 
the liquid diluted with electrolyte solution) (Pedialyte About 
is fine) and saturate the solution by vortexing the recipe 
some lo-to-12 times. Then, again, you can add this to 
the other solutions for intake or separately in amounts 
the body will tolerate. Or, get full-spectrum liquid 
vitamin-mineral supplements and vortex as above-de- 
scribed, only by adding the liquid rather than the 

Gaiandriana & AquaGaia 
crushed tablets. 

The vortexing presents you with a homogenizing or 
colIo:dalizing effect so that overdosage is not possible. 
Tlte body will utilize what it needs and excrete the rest. 

5126195 SANDRA TULANIAN. D.Cc 

I am not a medical doctor and can only suggest that 
which is used by non-medical parties as a possible 

The physiology of thebody is basically governed by the actions and programming found within the cell. 

enhancement to a given dis-ease or body insult. For one 
The cells make up the tissues of the body; the tissues make up the organs such as the heart or liver which, 

thing, I have no input as to what offered the radiation 
in turn, make up the organ systems that work in harmony with each other to keep the entire body functioning. 
If the cell structure has been altered or is malfunctioning (for whatever reason), every organ system is 

or how severe is the extent of radiation. Certainly I affected. 
make NO CLAIMS to medical treatment of any kind 

To what degree they are affected depends on the offending substance that has caused the cell’s 

and these ideas might well be totally ineffective at 
breakdown or the length of time that cell has been subjected to abuse. 

wor$buto&rsomemodicumofdiseaseresistanceatbest. 
Caiaadriana is a product that is said to help correct the faulty programming that has occurred at the 

I do not, nor do any people here, practice medicine 
cell level by correcting into perfection the cell’s DNA/RNA blueprint. Viruses, unlike bacteria, have the 
ability to fuse with the DNA strand within the cell, creating a mutation to that cell. By perfecting the DNA/ 

in any way, shape, or manner, so I can only respond to 
the direct questions asked of us. I understand, how- 

RNA blueprint, the cell may be returned to a level of vitality which allows it to fight off an incoming virus 
and maintain the homeostasis within the cell and, in turn, within the organ systems. 

ever, that Gaiandriana has been used and found to 
prevent the full shutdown ofthe bone-marrow system in 

This is essential for the immune system, because without healthy cells that can fight off offenders like 

radiation accidents. It has also been found to help 
free radicals, viruses, and cumulative levels of radiation, the immune system is overtaxed to the point of 

maintain a better feeling of well-being in heavy radiol- 
exhaustion-eventually leading to dis-ease. Another benefit from consuming Gaiaadriaar is its ability 
and nature to thrive on the invisible, higher photon frequencies which are bombarding us daily. 

ogy therapy and chemotherapy treatments of cancers. 
This modality has been tested with “Chondriana” only, 

Gairedrianr is able to speed up the frequency levels of the cells to more nearly match the energies pouring 

to my knowledge. Orally taken is effective but requires 
in and assaulting the body. This, in turn, can offer a two-fold benefit: One benefit is the ability of the cell 

far higher amounts of intake. None of the suggested 
to withstand and actually adapt to these otherwise damaging energies; the other benefit is to help protect 
ourselves from mind manipulation through pulse beams that are irradiating mankind relentlessly. Origi- 

items are in any way harmful or damaging to the body, 
healthy or compromised. 

nally the dose was 10 drops, 3 times per day, under the tongue. However, with the growing number of 

I’m sorry we cannot be direct or specific but we are 
“manufactured” epidemics and other stepped-up plans for our demise by the Elite, perhaps more is better. 

constantly under attack from those who claim we prac- 
One ounce or more per day may produce faster and more effective results. 

The mitochon- 
tice medicine or offer inferior products, Our most 

AquaGain was introduced to benefit the mitochondria system that lies within the cell. 

deliberate problems have been our connections with 
dria is the energy producer of the cell and is essential to convert the food we eat into usable cell fuel and 

Canada. With this in mind, please accept our apologies 
to produce enzymes that are absolutely necessary for survival of the body systems. 

and perhaps it is time to get your laws changed lest you 
AqutGair is also said to feed on vessel plaques adhering to blood vessel linings. Most all of us, by 

all be gone before you are allowed to attend yourselves. 
the age of twenty, have plaques developing on the arterial walls due to the American diet that is filled with 

We have no way whatsoever of knowing whether or not 
saturated fats, high protein, white flour products, and limited consumption of fresh fruits and vegetables. 

this is a valid request or a TRAP of some kind. Well, 
This product provides added fuel to any compromised system to assist in strengthening the immune system, 

we assume the latter, with no further information of- 
as well as cleaning out blood vessels and enhancing the pliability of the vessel walls throughout the body. 

fered on the specific party described, but that assump 
Both Gairadrlrna and AqurGaia work in harmony to strengthen and eliminate mutations of all cells by 

tion is quite ungenerous. You have come a long way 
working together within the cell structure itself. 

into decay when every question, every action, and every 
Gairmdrirmr and AquaGair are said to be safe for children and pets, and can be taken with other 

person is suspect in every instance. 
medications without incident. Available im 16oe.. 8~1 3202. bottks. 

There are several things WRONG with this in- 
quiry, not the least being only a first name of the Offered through New Gaia Products 
contact. Then there is the use of “we” as in “We have 800-439-4242 
a colleague...” We know not who is “we” nor whether 
the “colleague” has requested anything at all from us. 
There are so many ASSUMPTIONS from non-knowing 

(See order form on page 19.) 

parties represented here that there is no way at all to 
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NoYa’s Researdi Corner 
I 

The Prophecies Concerning 

“The Word Going Forth At The Ending Of This Cycle Of History” 

And “A Remnant Being Saved” 

Those of you who have followed Hatonn’s messages 
in the CONTACT newspaper are probably well aware 
by now of the two stated purposes of the Phoenix Insti- 
tute for Research & Education, Ltd. For those who are 
new readers of CONTACT, they are: 1. To get the Word 
out, the Truth of the way it is; and 2. To make it pos- 
sible for a remnant to make it through the major 
changes, crises and chaos immediately ahead of us. To 
me, a Bible student, the purposes rang true, and I en- 
deavored to be a part of the work. 

There is a prophecy credited to “Jesus” (Esu 
Jmmanuel) in Matthew 24: 2-f 5, which. outlines the 
events leading up to the “end”. According to Hatonn, 
this “end” generally comes (although not always) with 
many changes at the end of a millennium. We know, 
through advances in science, archeology, geophysics, 
etc., that the world has not ended in all its millions of 
years. What “ends” are corrupt civilizations. 

Matthew 24:1-15, [quoting:] 

1 And Jesus went out, and departed from the 
temple: and his disciples came to him for to shew him 
the buildings of the temple. 

2 And Jesus said unto them, See ye not all these 
things? verily I say unto you, There shall not be left 
here one stone upon another, that shall not be thrown 
down. 

3 And as he sat upon the mount of Olives, the 
disciples came unto him privately, saying, Tell us, when 
shall be the sign of thy coming, and of the end of the 
world? 

4 And Jesus answered and said unto them, Take 
heed that no man deceive you. 

5 For many shall come in my name, saying, I am 
Christ; and shall deceive many. 

6 And ye shall hear of wars and rumors of wars: 
see that ye be not troubled: for all these things must 
come to pass, but the end is not yet. 

7 For nation shall rise against nation, and king- 
dom against kingdom: and there shall be famines, and 
pestilences, and earthquakes, in diverse places. 

8 All these ore the beginning of sorrows. 
9 Then shall they deliver you up to be afflicted, 

and shall kill you: and ye shall be hated of all nations 
for my name’s sake. 

10 And then shall many be offended, and shall 
betray one another, and shall hate one another. 

11 And many false prophets shall rise, and shall 
deceive many. 

12 And because iniquity shall abound, the love of 
many shall wax cold. 

13 But he that shall endure unto the end, the same 
shall be saved. 

14 And this gospel of the kingdom shall be 
preached in all the world for a witness unto all na- 

I 

YOU MAY SUBSCRIBE 
TO CONTACT BY 

CALLING 
l-800-800-5565 

tions; and then shall the end come. 
15 When ye therefore shall see the abomination of 

desolation, spoken of by Daniel the prophet, stand in 
the holy place, (who so readeth, let him understand:) 

[End quote.] 

Keep in mind that Esu/Jmmanuel did not write any 
books or build any churches. Further, he has stated in 
And They Called His Name Immanuel, I Am Sanonda, 
that only a remnant of his teachings remain in the Bible 
we know today. 

There has been a great deal of discussion regard- 
ing Matthew 24:1--15 among Bible students, interpret- 
ers, teachers and translators. Some dismissed it as 
being in the past when the last Temple in Jerusalem 
was destroyed about A.D. 70. However, given some 
latitude in interpretation, knowing the difficulties in- 
herent in our present Bible, I would like to suggest 
some alternative possibilities regarding the above scripture. 

Verses 1 & 2: Remember that Jerusalem will be 
destroyed during the great earthquake described in 
Revelation, Chapter 6. Also described in the Prophe- 
cies of Nostradamus at the time of the Bqattle of Ar- 
mageddon. Therefore Immanuel’s vision of the Temple 
being destroyed (again) is more than likely part of the 
prophecy of the “end” times we are in now. At present 
there is no temple in Jerusalem. However, according 
to Nostradamus, the Jews will quickly build their 
temple on the site now occupied by the Islamic Mosque, 
known as the Dome of the Rock in Jerusalem, when an 
earthquake preceding the “great earthquake” destroys 
the mosque. Therefore, keep a watchful eye on this 
piece of real estate. 

Verses 13: “But he that shall endure to the end 
shall be saved.“- In other words, a remnant shall re- 
main and be cared for following all of the chaos of the 
“end time”. 

Verses 14: “And this gospel of the Kingdom shall 
be preached in all the world for a witness unto all na- 
tions; and then shall the end come.” In other.words 
the Word will go forth, according to this scripture. (I 
will have more to say on the “gospel of the Kingdom” 
later in this article.) 

Verse 15: “When ye therefore shall see the abomi- 
nation of desolation, spoken of by Daniel the Prophet 
(Don 12:11), stand in the holy place (who so readeth, 
let him understand:).” Having just reviewed some 
prophecies regarding the Temple in Jerusalem in some 
recent articles, I am at a place where I believe it is 
possible we may have the answer to the question: 
“What is the abomination of desolation?” I have 
puzzled over this description for years. The Bible does 
not tell us what it is, although many historical events 
of the Hebrew people point to several possibilities. 
With the Prophecies of Nostradamus in hand, one can 
say that the “abomination of desolation” occurs after 
the Israelis have rebuilt their Temple of Solomon on 
the ground formerly occupied by the Islamic Mosque. 
Then five Arabs, dressed as Jews, enter the Temple and 
commit ritual suicide, desecrating the site for both Jews 
and Arabs and starting events leading to the Battle of 
Armageddon. I believe this multiple act of suicide 
could rightly be called (considering the abandonment 
of God’s Law, the total arrogance and provocation of 

the Israelis and the location and -predicted outcome of 
the act) the “abomination of desolation”. 

Another source of prophecy pertaining to “getting 
the Word out”, and a “remnant being saved” is the Book 
of Revel&ion. John is on the Isle of Patmos. 

Revelatioti 2: 1 O-11 : 

“I was in the Spirit on the Lord’s day, and heard 
behind me a great voice, as of a Trumpet, 

“Saying, I am Alpha and Omega, the first and the 
last: and, What thou seest, write in a book, and send it 
unto the seven Churches which are in Asia....” 

Obviously, the “Word” is going out again, prior to 
the predicted destruction. 

The revelation goes on to repeat the messages to 
each of these Churches. Each message is an admoni- 
tion to the Churches to correct their errors and ends 
with the promise that those who uovercomen will be 
“saved” or given a place in the new scheme of things. 
In fact Revelation 7 lists the number of those who are 
to be saved from each Hebrew tribe-a total of 144,000. 
Unfortunately, Hatonn states it doesn’t look today like 
there will be a total of 144,000 in all of the remnant 
that is saved at this fast-approaching “end time”. 

The scriptures regarding God’s warnings to an er- 
rant people, the predictions of destruction if correc- 
tions are not made and the promises that a remnant 
will survive are not limited to the New Testament. This 
appears to have been the way it was in Old Testament 
times as well. (For example, prior to the flood Noah 
was sent to warn the people and prepare a way for a 
“remnant to be saved”. He built an ark in which he 
and his family and many animals survived. Also, at 
the time of Sodom and Gamorrah, God warned Lot to 
leave without looking back before the destruction. He 
sent His angels to warn him and his family. Lot’s wife 
was not convinced of the warning and looked back. She 
was turned to a “pillar of salt”.) Therefore, we can be 
assured that this is a pattern or method or perhap-; even 
Law of Creation pertaining to the cleansing of a people 
and the old, corrupt scheme of things in order to make 
way for the new. Life does go on, and will make 
progress, eventually if not sooner. 

If y .u read the Book of Ezekial, Chapters 7-11, you 
will have another account of an “end time”. I will quote 
some pertinent verses that you might compare them 
with Hatonn’s messages and the Book of Revelation. 
Obviously, the “Word” went forth from God via the 
Prophet Ezekial at this time: 

Ezekial 7: I-8, [quoting:] 

1 Moreover the word of the Lord came unto me 
saying, 

2 Also, thou son of man, thus saith the Lord God 
unto the land of Israel; An end, the end is come upon 
the four corners of the land. 

3 Now is the end come upon thee, and I will send 
mine anger upon thee, and will judge thee according 
to thy ways, and will recompense upon thee all thine 
abominations. 

4 And mine eye shall not spare thee, neither will I 
have pity: but I will recompense thy ways upon thee, 
and thine abominations shall be in the midst of thee: 
and ye shall know that I am the Lord. 

5 Thus saith the Lord God; An evil, an only evil, 
behold, is come. 

6 An end is come, the end is come: it watcheth for 
thee; behold, it is come. 

7 The morning is come unto thee, 0 thou that 
dwellest in the land: the time is come, the day of trouble 
is near, and not the sounding again of the mountains. 

8 Now will I shortly pour out my fury upon thee, 
and accomplish mine anger upon thee: and I will judge 
thee according to thy ways, and will recompense thee 
for all thine abominations. 

[End quote.] 
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Following the above scripture we are given a de- In other words, a remnant of the people are re- Many “New Age” groupies today blindly declare 
scription of all of the abominations of Israel and God’s moved from Israel and survive. themselves “gods”, but do not follow God’s Laws or 
condemnation of them. In Ezekial8:6-12 we are given Similar accounts of prophets warning the people the Laws of Creation. They misunderstand and have 
an account of the “seventy men of the ancients of ls- of their evil ways, of the cleansing and destruction of not cared to discover their purpose on Earth. They 
rael” (now called Elders of Zion) worshipping “every corrupt systems, and the survival of a remnant of the have no time for God, in fact, yet they could be Sons of 
form of creeping things and abominable beasts”. Be- people occur in Isaiah 10; Micah 2; Haggai 1; and God and know it, if they went within themselves and 
cause this scripture is an account which reveals to us Romans II. Therefore, the purposes of the Phoenix discovered the Kingdom of God. (Aton has provided a 
the nature of the leaders of Israel at the time of Ezekial 
1 will quote it here. Please remember that, according 
to Hatonn, it has been those who have called them- 
selves the “Snake People” who have been the major 
corrupters of our people and planet: 

Ezekial 8:6-12, [quoting:] 

6 He said furthermore unto me, Son of man, seest 
thou what they do? even the great abominations that 
the house of Israel committeth here, that 1 should go 
far off from my sanctuary? but turn thee yet again, 
and thou shalt see greater abominations. 

7 And he brought me to the door of the court; and 
when 1 looked, behold a hole in the wall. 

8 Then sad he unto me, Son of man, dig now in 
the wall: and when 1 had digged in the wall, behold a 
door. 

9 And he said unto me, Go in, and behold the 
wicked abominations that they do here. 

10 So 1 went in and saw; and behold every form of 
creeping things, and abominable beasts, and all the 
idols of the house of Israel, portrayed upon the wall 
round about. 

11 And there stood before them seventy men of 
the ancients of the house of Israel, and in the midst of 
them stood Jaazaniah the son of Shaphan, with every 
man his tenser in his hand; and a thick cloud of in- 
tens.: went up. 

12 Then said he unto me, Son of man, hast thou 
seen what the ancients of the house of Israel do in the 
dark, every man in the chambers of his imagery? for 
they say, The Lord seeth us not; the Lord hath forsaken 
the Earth. 

[End quote.] 

Unfortunately, it was a similar group of seventy 
“Ancients of Israel” who compiled the Old Testament, 
the one accepted for our use by the powers that be, 
called the Septuagint after these seventy. You may be 
interested to know that scholar Ralph W. Klein, in his 
book Textual Criticism of the Old Testament-The 
Septuagint After Qumran states that the original 
Septuagint (according to material found in the Qumran 
Caves) had as its final ending a statement made by its 
compilers (the 70 involved) to the effect that they had 
done the best they could, and “don’t anyone change 
it”! You will not find this statement in any Bible pro- 
duced since the beginning of the Church in Rome. 
Nevertheless, the statement is an admission by the men 
involved that their work was, after all, mostly the work 
of men-just as Hatonn has said many times. Further 
verification of the problems in the Septuagint can be 
found in the Introduction to George M. Lamsa’s trans- 
lation of the Ancient EasterN’Text (l%e Peshitta) from 
the Aramaic language. In it he tells us that the Jews 
held a day of mourning when the newly reworked Old 
Testament came out, due to the many errors in it. 

Beginning with Ezekial 9 we have an account of 
people being marked according to whether they love 
the evil or hate it. Those who hate it are not destroyed. 
And we are told by Ezekial that he “fell upon my face, 
and cried, and said, Ah Lord God! Wilt thou destroy 
all the residue of Israel in thy pouring out of thy fury 
upon Jerusalem?” (Ezekial9:8) 

The answer comes in Ezekial II: 16: 

“Therefore say, Thus saith the Lord God; Although 
1 have scattered them among the countries, yet will 1 
be to them a little sanctuary in the countries where 
they shall come.” 

Institute for Research & Education, Ltd., as they were message on this very subject in the 7/%/97 issue of 
determined by Hatonn and stated above, are not new to CONTACT newspaper, titled: “Aton: You Are Never 
the people of this planet, to the Churches and Syna- Alone Who Recognize My Presence”.) 
gogues of the past, or lo God’s Ways as revealed to us 
in the Bible. St. John, 7: 14-l 7 

In closing this article something needs to be said 
about the “gospel of the kingdom being preached in “Now about the midst of the feast Jesus went up 
all the world for a witness to all nations; and then shall into the temple, and taught 
the end come.” (Matthew 24: 14) According to Hatonn, “And the Jews marvelled, saying, How knoweth this 
Esu/lmmanuel’s primary purpose was to teach men man letters, having never learned? 
about the Kingdom of God within each person. Man “Jesus answered them, and said, My doctrine is not 
needs no priests or churches. He needs to turir to God mine, but His that sent me. 
with all his heart and soul. God is very near to him- “If any man will do His Will, he shall know of the 
within him, in fact. doctrine, whether it be of God, or whether 1 speak of myself.” 

All souled beings are fragments of God, and can 
come to be at one with Him, as Esu/lmmanuel was. It In other words, you don’t need man’s rewritten 
is man’s destiny to realize his own oneness with the books, or his preachers, churches, or synagogues, to 
Father, to be His Son and to know it! This is the Truth know the Truth. However, prophets, teachers and 
that the adversary tries to hide from us, wayshowers are used by God to get out the “Word”. 

Please note: The above quoted scripture negates 
Revelation 21: 7 much of the false teachings about the life of Esu/ 

lmmanuel. He was not taught by the Essenes, by the 
“He that overcometh shall inherit all things; and Egyptians, or by the Jews. He was taught by God. 

1 will be his God, and he shall be My son.” Those who cannot understand this possibility are ones 
. who have not come to know God in themselves. 

Man has the potential for greatness, and is even 1 once asked Hatonn if Dharma was a prophet. He 
now greater than he thinks-if only he would wake up! said that “every one’s experience is different”-we are 
This greatness and oneness with the Father grows and all unique. She has not been called a prophet by 
occurs as man turns to God and follows His Laws and Hatonn. Yet, surely, the work of Dharma and Hatonn 
the Laws of Creation. today very closely fill many of the functions of the 

Unfortunately, Mutthew 24: 14 has been interpreted prophets of ancient times, on a much larger scale. 
by many church scholars, preachers and laymen as a 
commandment to go to all the world and “preach the Bibliography: King James Version of the Holy 
gospel”- a “gospel” which pertains not lo the “king- Bible, Oxford at University Press (purchased 1940); 
dom of God within”. You find a great rush at this time Textual Criticism ofthe Old Testament-The Septuagint 
to establish radio stations far and wide for this pur- After Qumron, by Ralph W. Klein (can be located in 
pose. The belief is that once this “gospel”, which can some libraries; the book is out of print); And They 
be any statement in the New Testament, reaches the Culled His Name Immanuel, I am Sananda, Phoenix 
entire world, the “end” will come and Jesus will re- Journal #2, scribed by Dharma, Phoenix Source Dis- 
turn. Well, a lot of chaos and hurt will occur before tributors, P.O. Box 27353, Las Vegas, NV 89126; Con- 
that happens as a result of man’s corruption and lack versations With Nostradamus, Vol. I & Vol. II, by 
of responsibility. We are also told by Hatonn that when Delores Cannon, America West Pub., Carson City, NV 
the radio and television outlets are available to the (1990); Holy Bible From The Ancient Eastern Text 
entire world this will be used as an official sign by the (The Peshitta), by Gary M. Lamsa, Harper and Row, 
adversary to declare the “end”, according to their own plans. S.F., originally published by A.J. Holman Co. (1933). 
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Soltec: Recent Volcanic Clues 
To What’s On The Wav 

J 

7/l 2/97 SOLTEC the volcano.” “Dream time is long over and those still 
The second significant volcanic event running around in La La Land shall wish they 

Good morning, my friend. It is I, Toniose 
Soltec, come in the Radiant One Light of Creator 
Source. Find peace within and let us continue. 

Your planet is convulsing and very few seem 
to be paying attention to the clues that are 
unfolding all around you. The masters of 
distraction have, indeed, done their jobs well. 

happened this past week near Italy. Watch had awakened to find out what all the commotion 
closely the recent (and still ongoing) eruption was for. Indeed, the changes shall come: ‘Like 
of 1 l,OOO-foot-high Mount Etna, in eastern a thief in the night’, as far as the general masses 
Sicily, on July 8, not very far from 4,000-foot- are concerned. 
high sister volcano Mount Vesuvius, near “But, for those who have heard the 

Approximately six weeks ago, I asked that 
CONTACT re-run my “Tutorial On Volcanos 
And Related Geophysics” [in the May 20, 1997 
issue] from writings I delivered through Dharma 
in 1990 and 1993. That review was for a 
specific purpose and I believe those of you who 
are paying attention to the geophysical news of 
late can appreciate why. 

Since the beginning of 1997, there have 
been approximately 20 significant volcanic 
eruptions worldwide on your planet. As I 
have lectured at length in the past, there is a 
close connection between volcanic eruptions 
and the tectonic plate motions that produce 
major earthquake activity. Both the frequency 
and violence (magnitude) of these volcanic 
eruptions are good indicators ofMother Earth’s 
rising “blood pressure” condition. 

Naples, Italy (which 
buried the city of 
Pompeii in a thick layer 
of volcanic ash in the 
twinkling of an eye in 
79 A.D.). Recall, 
please, the timing clues 
for major Earth 
changes connected to 
these sister volcanos as 
given forth by ones 
such as Edgar Cayce. 

There are many 

“But, for those who have heard the 
‘alarm clock’, you shall see much of 
what we, of the Hosts of Lighted God, 
have told you, time and time again, shall 
come to pass. There shall be much ex- 
citement for those of you who have pre- 
pared. God truly helps those of you who 
make efforts to help selves. 

pieces of the puzzle now coming together and a of you who have prepared, 

One of the most important recent events 
was the newest series of explosive eruptions of 
18,000-foot-high Mount Popocatepetl in 
Mexico, starting about April 24, 199’7. 
According to reports by your own geologists 
studying that volcano: “Explosions at 
Popocatepetl from April 24-28 destroyed the 
lava dome inside the throat of the volcano. The 
lava dome had been growing since January 
1997. An explosion on April 24 sent ash 13,000 
feet above the summit.” And then, on June 30, 
1997: “Popocatepetl threw ash 7.5 miles into 
the air on Monday, June 30, during its largest 
eruption since 1925. Lava was also thrown 
1500 feet into the air. This event led to the first 
ash fall in Mexico City, 45 miles from the 
volcano, in over 70 years.. . . At least 15 small 
towns are planned to be evacuated including 
about 300.000 oeoole who live on the flanks of 

more complete picture is beginning to unfold. those of you who make efforts to help selves. 
As you watch these volcanos come to life, feel “Even if you do not notice all the subtle 
compassion for a very longsuffering and patient clues along the way, know in your heart that 
Mother Earth as she begins the process of He is there and is helping you along your way. 
rebalancing in earnest. Pay attention to the seeming coincidences, for 

You wbo are there on the Earth now will NOTHING HAPPENS BY CHANCE- 
witness the great changes prophesied through especially now, and from here on out.” 
many sources. There is NO avoiding this When you take action in the physical, you 
inevitability. are reinforcing the mind’s desires and amplifying 

PREPARATION IS THE KEY the creative energy necessary for the 
TO SURVIVAL! manifestation of the thought or desire. As the 

We, of the Hosts, have said over and over to desire begins manifesting in physical space, 
prepare, yet we see many who sit and wait for ones around you, either directly or indirectly, will be 
another to somehow do it for them. We can do adding their energy to that which you are creating. 
much more to help you--IF you take action and We, of the non-physical realms, can add our 
focus your energies on helping yourselves, energy to that which has already been set into 
FIRST! motion, in many direct and indirect ways. The 

For example, in my first public writing key is to solidify your intent WITH ACTION, 
through this receiver, on 6/13/96 [a writing and ask for assistance and guidance while 
which was, by the way, scribbled on soqe old, DOING your part. 
chemical-stained scraps of laboratory We have helped many to produce the 
notepaper, as that receiver was interrupted by “miracles” that defy mere coincidence or luck. 
“the call” right in the middle of some chemical Yet, many will still view it as mere “luck” or 
analyses work at the receiver’s place of “coincidence”, not realizing the true nature of 

- - employment], I emphasized: 

‘alarm clock’, 
you shall see 
much of what 
we, of the 
Hosts 0% 

Lighted God, 
have told you, 
time and time 
again, shall 
come to pass. 
There shall be 
much ercite- 
ment for those 

God truly helps 

the dynamics set in motion when they first take 
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sincere and determined action in the physical. to-day robotic actions (actions taken with little 
Also, some more aware ones will realize or no thought) that you ones seem to not notice. 

that there is a Higher Guidance assisting them. The mind-control experts have done their 
These ones will rightfully and humbly give thanks jobs very well through the media machinery of 
for the assistance that manifests in their lives. advertising campaigns. Do you really NEED 
You ones are fond of an expression that goes that cup of sugar water or that cigarette or that 
something like: “Luck favors those who help beer? How about the fourth one ofthe day? Do 
themselves.” You might take a moment to you really NEED a new car every few years? 
ponder on the possibilities of that elusive thing Do you really NEED those expensive vacations? 
called “luck”! When the Earth changes or the economic 

Our main concern in this regard is that we collapse impact your lives, you will then know 
see many of you just sitting around and worrying what you truly NEED versus that which you 
over the upcoming Earth changes and economic “think” you need. You WILL figure it out, one 
collapse. We see that you are either too way or another-sooner OR later! This is 
frightened, or too easily distracted by the daily where Mother Earth’s “school of hard knocks” 
matters of living, to take serious actions in comes into the picture! 
preparation. 

Many ones have great excuses, such as: “I 
have a family to take care of and not enough 
extra money for such things.” Or another good 
one: “My family thinks I am crazy and they 
resist my reasoning with them on the subject of 
survival preparation.” And then there’s the 
perennial fall-back position: “I only have to 
take care of myself and I can survive on very 
little; therefore why should I prepare?” 

There is great 
wisdom in diligently 
going about the 
business of 
preparation, and all 
of the contrite 
choruses of “I should 
have listened” that 
many will be singing 
AFTER the fact, will 
not ease those empty 
stomachs-whether 

Live your life AS AN EXAMPLE 
for others to follow and you will be 
doing a great service to those who 
cross your path! There is a phrase 
on your planet which goes something 
like, “Nothing is more annoying than 
a good example.” Indeed! 

I think you ones get the idea here. There are 
mar y other colorful, yet sad, excuses that are Sl uch be your family’s THAN DO WORDS! ALWAYS! 

means that when you are compelled to tell 
another that they should prepare, then they, in 
turn, are most likely to ask you: “Do YOU have 
food supplies stored up?” Now, if the honest 
answer is “No”, then how effective do you think your 
efforts are going to be toward convincing others of 
the seriousness of that which is offered here? 

Live your life AS AN EXAMPLE for 
others to follow and you will be doing a great 
service to those who cross your path! There 
is a phrase on your planet which goes 
something like, “Nothing is more annoying 
than a good example.” Indeed! 

If you invite someone over to your dwelling, 
and you have to ask them to excuse the cases of 
canned food in your living-room area because 

that is the only 
available space in 
which to store the 
overstock, this will 
speak a certainty and 
conviction of who 
you are and how 
serious you are. 
Remember- 
ACTIONS ALWAYS 
SPEAK LOUDER 

given. Many of you who have not yet prepared, stomachs, or those of your neighbors and their Please know that the resisting family 
will not prepare, and such is YOUR choice. children. members will be thankful to have food to eat 

If money be your excuse in any way, then I We, of the Hosts, have been sent at this time and candles to light the darkened hours of the 
would suggest you look carefully at that upon to give forth the warning messages that were night, or the unhybridized seeds to plant that 
which you spend your money- that is, what has promised to you at this time so that your excuse will symbolize hope for the coming months. 
value to you. What is it that you buy that is truly cannot be that you were not warned and that The greatest teaching can and will be done 
necessary? What are the not-so-necessary items you did not know. when there is no distraction from the television 
that are more for your immediate pleasures? In that same 6/13/96 writing, I also warned: or such! 

It is wise to have balance in all things. When “That which has been prophesied is at hand. There will come a resurgence of community. 
you can prioritize,, with responsibility, you will You are in the Ending Times of the current Ones will again come to know who are their 
find that you can have the best of both worlds. cycle of humanity on that orb. This is a time neighbors and what it means to be neighborly. 

When you can learn to prepare not only for when chaos reigns supreme, for the confusion The man-made distinctions ofrace, color, creed, 
self and your immediate family, but perhaps of change is overwhelming to the masses. or religious conviction will also drop away. 
ALSO for your neighbor, then you will find that “All things continue in a revolving, evolving You will all be faced with a common reality- 
you will draw into your experience the creative spiral of never-ending cycles of birth-growth- DAY-TO-DAY SURVIVAL! 
energies necessary to manifest all of the things decay-rebirth. Out of the old harshness of Please take whatever action is necessary to 
that you truly desire. The basic Law of Giving chaos shall spring forth the peace and balance prepare yourselves for the extreme possibilities. 
and Regiving operates quite well here. that you ones constantly seek. You will be thankful that you did and you may 

A large bag of beans or rice is truly “These are grand times for experiencing. save many lives. 
inexpensive, as is a large container of peanut The Light shall reign supreme. The awakening Thank you for taking the time to read this 
butter. If you make the effort to shop around, masses shall overcome or succumb to their message. 
you can stretch a dollar QUITE far when you ignorance. It is always their choice.” Call upon We, of the Lighted Brotherhood, 
focus your energy upon doing so. I will ask you here and now: What causes for assistance along the way. 

Going to fast-food restaurants will deplete you to read these messages in the first place? BUT-YOU take the first step and build the 
your funds faster than you may realize. When What part of yourself allows you to accept momentum! FEEL, in your heart, the 
you pay a dollar or more for a single cup of these messages, even when others are laughing connectedness to those around you, and KNOW 
carbonated, flavored sugar-water, you would at you or are antagonistic towards your beliefs? that your actions will teach, where your 
be wise to reflect upon your health, as well as Learn to consciously connect with who you words fall onto deaf ears. 
upon what you COULD buy with the money really are and from where you come, AND I am Toniose Soltec. I come as the 
that you spend, on a regular basis, on such KNOW THAT IT IS BECAUSE YOU ARE Geophysical Commander for your planet at this 
nutritionally empty items. GROUND CREW! time. I am sent by Our Father, as are many of 

The point here isNOT to tell you how to live Ground Crew is part of the team sent to YOU! Face your challenges with His Light in 
your lives or how to spend your money. The assist in the awakening of the ones on this your heart, and create the miracle. In Light and 
point here is to get you to take a look at the day- planet at this time. You lead by example. That Love, blessings to you ALL! Salu. 
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